
Beverages
See Main Menu for New, Seasonal, & Specials !

Custom Pairings, Tastings & Bar Services for groups or 
individually by appointment, as well as Events for all of our 

Beverages.  Inquiries @ our Front Desk.
Striving to offer the finest beverage selection @ the best value ! 
Please leave a request at the Front Desk should you wish for an 

item not listed !  Not all items are stocked at our bars, some are in 
the basement & will take a moment to provide.

Due to limited production, changing distribution, acts of God, Etc. 
- all items may be limited.  Pricing may change w/out notice.  
Product info listed is derived directly from the bottle or the 

manufacturer’s website.  Proof, ABV, & such listed right after 
products name.  General Info courtesy of the free web !

Abiding by all NYS Liquor Authority Rules, Regulations 
pertinent to service under our License, as well as common sense, 
& reserving the right to refuse service to anyone for any reason - 

for over 30 Years.      Please enjoy responsibly !

“Spirits are a wonderful servant but a terrible master”.

Thank You for your Patronage !     
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! ! ! BEERS
Serving temps of beer influence’s the drinking experience. Colder temps allow fully
attenuated beers such as pale lagers to be enjoyed for their crispness;  warmer temps
allow more rounded flavors of ales & stouts to be perceived.  A 5  level scale for serving
temps is generally accepted: well chilled 45 °F - "light" beers (pale lagers), chilled  47
°F - for Berliner Weisse / wheats, lightly chilled, 48 °F -  dark lagers, altbier & German
wheats, cellar temp, 55 °F - regular British ale, stout & most Belgian specialities, & room
temp, 60 °F - strong dark ales (especially trappist) & barley wine.  Beers are available
@ cellar temp on request.   # listed w/ each beer = ABV, standard measure of how much
alcohol is contained in an alcoholic beverage - expressed as a % of total volume.  IBU’s
listed as applicable = The International Bittering Units scale, or simply IBU scale, is
measured through the use of a spectrophotometer & solvent extraction a calculation is
performed on this absorbance to give a result in IBU - which isn't determined by the
perceived bitterness of the taste of the beer - EX; the bittering effect of hops is less
noticeable in beers w/ roasted malts or strong flavors, so a higher proportion of hops
would be required in strong flavored beers to achieve the same perceived bitterness in
moderately flavored beers.  For example, imperial stout may have an IBU of 50, but will
taste less bitter than a pale lager w/ an IBU of 30, because pale lager has a lower flavor
intensity.  After around 100 IBU, hop utilization is so poor that the number ceases to be
meaningful in regard to taste, although continued hop additions will increase bitterness. 
Light lagers w/out much bitterness will generally have 8-20 IBU, while an India Pale Ale
may have 60-100 IBU or more.  Our List is alpha By - Brewery, Beer, Type or Style, ABV,
IBU as applicable, & Location Produced - as available.  Bottle & 12 oz unless other listed.

Allagash Brewing Company   Maine! 6
White Belgian Style Wheat  5.0
Saison Belgian Farmhouse Style  6.10
Saison / Farmhouse Ale are sturdy farmhouse ale that was traditionally brewed in the winter, to be
consumed throughout the summer - once an endangered style, over recent years there's been a massive
revival; especially in the US.  A very complex style; many are very fruity in aroma & flavor - earthy yeast
tones, mild to moderate tartness - spice & w/ a medium bitterness -  tend to be semi-dry w/ many only
having touch of sweetness.
“Black” Belgian Strong Dark Ale 7.5
Belgian style stout brewed w/ 2 Row barley, torrified wheat, oats, both roasted & chocolate malt & a
generous portion of dark caramelized candi sugar - silky mouth feel is a great balance to the roasted
character, coffee / dark chocolate notes expressed throughout

Amstel Light Lager 3.50   Holland! 5
Anchor Steam California Common/Steam Beer  4.90   California! 5
California Common/ Steam Beer, is a unique 100% American style lager - usually brewed w/ a special
strain of lager yeast that works better at warmer temps - method dates back to late 1800's CA when
refrigeration was a great luxury - Shallow fermenters were used to cool the beer down, so in a way the
lager yeast was trained to ferment quicker at warmer temps. Today's examples are light amber to tawny
in color, medium bodied w/ a malty character.  Mildly fruity w/ an assertive hop bitterness.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alcoholic_beverage
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alcoholic_beverage
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Imperial_stout
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Imperial_stout
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pale_lager
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pale_lager
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Aventinus Eisbock Ale  12.0   Germany! 9
Eisbocks are created by freezing off a portion of the water, & removing it from the beer. This form of
concentration, increases the beer's body, flavor, & alcohol content. They can range from near
black to as light as tawny red.  Hop bitterness & flavor are mostly cast aside w/ big alcohol presence
replacing it, ranging from sweet to spicy, & fruity to often times fusel.  Look for a heavy or almost
syrupy body w/ tons of malty flavor

Aventinus Weizenbock Ale 8.20   Germany 16.9 oz! 7.5
A more powerful Dunkel Weizen (of "bock strength"), w/ a pronounced estery alcohol character,
perhaps some spiciness from this, & bolder, more complex malt characters of dark fruits.

Avery Brewing Boulder Colorado
“Raja” Imperial IPA  8.0   12 oz Can! 6
Ayinger Bräu Weisse  Hefeweizen  5.10   Germany 16.9 oz! 7.5
Hefeweizen is a S. German style of wheat beer (weissbier) made w/ a typical ratio of 50:50, or even
higher, wheat.  A yeast that produces a unique phenolic flavors of banana & cloves w/ an often dry &
tart edge, some spiciness, bubblegum or notes of apples. Little hop bitterness, & a moderate level of
alcohol. The "Hefe" prefix means "w/ yeast", hence the beers unfiltered & cloudy appearance. When
poured into a traditional Weizen glass, the Hefeweizen can be one classy looking beer.  Often served w/
a lemon wedge (popularized by Americans), to either cut the wheat or yeast edge, which many either
find to be a flavorful snap ... or an insult & something that damages the beer's taste & head retention.

Ballast Point   CA! 6
Sculpin IPA      OR       Sculpin IPA w/ Grapefruit   BOTH 7.0 abv   ibu 70
Bass Pale Ale   5.0   England! 5

Beck’s Pilsner   Germany 4.90! 5
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Bell’s Brewery   Michigan! 6
Two Hearted Ale  7.0
Porter  5.60
Special Double Cream Stout 6.1
derives its name from its smooth, creamy texture, not ingredients - completely dairy-free, it blends 10
different specialty malts to yield a remarkable depth of flavor - w/ just a touch of burnt notes -  focuses
is on the softer, cocoa & espresso-like aspects of roasted malt
Blue Moon Belgian Style Wheat  5.40   Colorado! 5.5

Brouwerij St. Bernardus Abt 12   10.5  Quadrupel Belgian Ale 11.2 oz! 9
Quadrupel   OR   Quad - Inspired by the Trappist brewers of Belgium, a Quadrupel is a Belgian style
ale of great strength w/ bolder flavor compared to its Dubbel & Tripel sister styles.  Typically a dark
creation that ranges w/in the deep red, brown & garnet hues. Full bodied w/ a rich malty palate. Phenols
are usually at a moderate level.  Sweet w/ a low bitterness yet a well perceived alcohol. 

Brasserie De L’ Abbaye Des Rocs   Triple Imperial Ale  10.0! 9
Belgian Strong Dark Ale   11.2oz
Belgian Strong Dark Ale - On the same path as the Belgian Dark Ale but obviously higher in alcohol w/
more of an all around character. The alcohol character can be deceivingly hidden or can be very bold &
in your face.  Look for lots of complexity within a delicate palate. Hop & malt character can vary, most
are fruity & may have mild dark malt flavors.  Phenols will range from minimal to high & most will be
light on the hops.  All in all most are spicy & alcoholic - abv range: 7.0-15.0%

Budweiser Lager  5.0! OR! Bud Light 4.20   USA! 4.5
American Adjunct Lager - Light bodied, pale, fizzy lagers brewed by large macro-breweries of America 
after prohibition.  Low bitterness, thin malts, & moderate alcohol.  Focus is on mass- production /
consumption, makes use of adjunct cereal grains, like rice & corn.

Carlsberg Pilsner 5.0   Denmark! 5.5

Celebrator Dopplebock  6.70   Germany  ! 7
AKA:  Fastenbier ("Lenten beer"), Starkbier ("strong beer")
Doppelbock, literally "double bock", is a stronger & usually darker version of the Bavarian Bockbier. It
is exceptionally malty, w/ very little bitterness. Standard Doppelbocks may have as much as 7% ABV. 
In the strongest versions ( 10 to 13%), you actually taste the alcohol.

Central City Brewery Canada
“Red Betty”, English IPA,  12 oz can 6.5 abv ! 6
Aromas of orange-red - thin head - short lacing - clear color - floral & orange - bit peppery -  Big malt
balanced by big alcohol & hops - medium carbonation - good IPA - fruity, sweet, peppery, big
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Chatham Brewing  Chatham NY
“Spike Devil Porter”  16 oz can 6.0! 6.5
Pitch black body, mocha colored fluffy head comprised of fine bubbles, moderate retention - fragrant
chocolate notes & pronounced coffee - tastes comparable to cocoa powder & bakers chocolate - very
drinkable / lightness allows it to be a great session 
“CZECH’RD PAST”   Czech Style Pilsner    4.50 abv     12 oz Can! 5.5
Pours dark golden & crystal clear - Little smell w/ a hint of malt earthiness - Tastes crisp / clear w/ a
slight bitterness - floral presence from the hops

Chimay Trappist  Scourmont Abbey Belgium
Grand Reserve Strong Dark Ale   25 oz 9.0! 19
Premier Dubbel Ale  7.0   11.2 oz! 7
Cinq Cents Tripel Ale  8.0   11.2 oz! 7
Tripel - The name "Tripel" actually stems from part of the brewing process, in which brewers use up to 3
times the amount of malt than a standard Trappist "Simple."  Traditionally, Tripels are bright yellow to
gold in color, which is a shade or two darker than the average Pilsener.  Head should be big, dense &
creamy.  Aroma & flavor runs along complex, spicy phenolic, powdery yeast, fruity/estery w/ a sweet
finish. Sweetness comes from both the pale malts & the higher alcohol.  Bitterness is up there for a beer
w/ such a light body for its strength, but at times is barely perceived amongst the even balance of malts
& hops.  The lighter body comes from the use of Belgian candy sugar (up to 25% sucrose), which not
only lightens the body, but also adds complex alcoholic aromas / flavors. Small amounts of spices are
sometimes added as well.  Tripels are actually notoriously alcoholic, yet the best crafted ones hide this
character quite evil-like and deceivingly, making them sipping beers - abv range: 8.0-12.0% 

Clausthaler Amber Low Alcohol  0.30  Germany
Light golden/amber w/ a small whispy offwhite head that dies but leaves a decent lace.  Aromas of light
malts, & faint, faint hops.  Taste is grassy / slightly malty. Mouthfeel is spritzy, dry, & light. Drinkability
is good. This is a refreshing alternative for your DD.

Clown Shoes   Ipswich Massachusetts! 7
Gallatica American Double / Imperial IPA   8.0   dry hopped w/ Galaxy hops- heavy bodied
ale - great hoppy aroma - dense / clean malty back bone - enough hops to raise into complex territory -
thick on the tongue - very malt after-taste - nice bitterness

Coors Light Lager  4.20   USA! 4.5

Corona Lager 4.6! OR! Corona Light 4.50   Mexico! 5

Corsendonk, Brouwerij   Belgium    Brewed by Brasserie Du Bocq! 7.5
Abbey Pale Ale Triple  7.50
Abbey Brown Ale Dubbel  7.50
Delirium Tremens Belgium!
Strong Pale Ale 9.0! 9
Nocturnum Strong Dark Ale 8.50! 8
Dogfishhead Brewery
60 Minute IPA Delaware 6.0 ABV! 6
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Dos Equis   Mexico      Amber Lager  4.80      OR      Lager! 5 
Duvel Golden Ale Belgium  8.5! 7

Ellicottville Brewing  NY  Blueberry Wheat! 6
A light golden brew that starts out w/ Canadian 2 row barley, White wheat, & noble German Hops.
Then we add just the right amount of blueberry to give a great flavor & aroma.

Evil Twin Brewing  Brooklyn NY  ALL 16 oz Cans! 8.5
 ” Citra Sunshine Slacker”  Session IPA 4.5
“Falco” IPA 5.0
“ Molotov Lite”  Imperial IPA  8.5
Firestone Walker   CA!  Cans 6
Union Jack” IPA  7.5 abv   OR   “PIVO” Hoppy Pilsner 5.3 abv
Founders Brewing  Grand Rapids Michigan
All Day IPA  CANS  4.7! 6
Dirty Bastard Scotch Ale / Wee Heavy  8.5! 6.5
dark ruby in color - brewed w/ 10 varieties of imported malts -  a bold & powerful ale - complex in the
finish w/ hints of smoke & peat paired w/ a malty richness, finalized w/ a good bit of hop attitude

Genesee Creme Ale  5.10   NY Can! 3.5
Cream Ales, spawned from the American light lager style, are brewed as an ale though are sometimes
finished w/ a lager yeast or lager beer mixed in.  Adjuncts such as corn or rice are used to lighten the
body. It is no uncommon for smaller craft brewers to brew all malt Cream Ales.  Pale straw to pale gold
color.  Low hop bittering & some hop aroma though some micros have given the style more of a hop
character.  Well carbonated & well attenuated - abv range: 4.0-8.0%

Grolsch Lager  5.0   Holland 15.2 oz ! 6.5

Guinness Stout  7.50   Ireland   14.9 oz Can     ! 5.5
Irish Dry Stout - One of the most common stouts, Dry Irish Stout tend to have light-ish bodies to keep
them on the highly drinkable side. They're usually a lower carbonation brew & served on a nitro
system for that creamy, masking effect.  Bitterness comes from both roasted barley & a generous dose of
hops, though the roasted character will be more noticeable.  Examples of the style are, of course, the big
three, Murphy's, Beamish, & Guinness, however there are many American brewed Dry Stouts that are
comparable, if not better - abv range: 4.0-6.0%

Harp Lager  5.0   Ireland! 5.5

Harpoon  Boston IPA 5.90! 5.5
Hitachino Nest   Japan! 7.5
Espresso Imperial Stout  7.50
White Ale Witbier  5.0
Weizen Hefeweizen  5.0
Heineken   Holland    Euro Pale Lager  5.40    OR    Light  Pale Euro Lager 3.50! 5
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Ithaca Beer Company   NY! 5.5
Apricot Wheat  4.90
Cascazilla Hoppy Red Ale 7.0
Nut Brown 5.4
Flower Power American IPA 7.5

Jack’s Abbey   Massachusetts
Calyptra Session IPL American Pale Lager 8.5  Can! 6.5

Kaliber Ireland Low Alcohol 0.5! ! 5
La Chouffe Strong Belgian Pale Ale Brasserie d'Achouffe Belgium 6.7abv! 7.5

Lake Placid NY! ! 6
Ubu Strong Ale 7.0
Lagunitas  CA!
IPA  5.70! 6
Maximus Imperial IPA  7.70! 7
American Double / Imperial IPA - Take an India Pale Ale & feed it steroids -  Although open to the
same interpretation as its sister styles, you should expect something robust, malty, alcoholic & w/ a hop
profile that might rip your tongue out.  The Imperial usage comes from Russian Imperial stout, a style 
of strong stout originally brewed in England for the Russian Imperial Court of the late 1700s; though 
Double IPA is often the preferred name.  You can thank west coast American brewers for this somewhat
reactionary style. "Thanks!"
A Little Sumpin‘ Sumpin‘ Wheat Ale  7.50! 7

Lindeman’s Lambic   4.0   Belgium 12 oz! 11
Peche - Peach! Kriek - Cherry! Framboise - Raspberry
Lambic - Fruit - In the case of Fruit Lambics, whole fruits are traditionally added after spontaneous
fermentation has started.  Kriek (cherries), Frambroise (raspberries), Peche (peach) & Cassis (black
currant) are common fruits, all producing subtle to intense fruit characters respectively.  Once the fruit
is added, the beer is subjected to additional maturation before bottling. Malt & hop characters are
generally low to allow the fruit to consume the palate.  Alcohol content tends to be low. Some breweries
opt to use fruit / sugar syrups vs. whole fruits, producing very nontraditional sweet versions of the
style - abv range: 3.0-8.0%

Lord Hobo Brewing   Massachusetts
”Boom Sauce” American IPA 16 oz Can 8.0! 7
Foggy straw color - thin cream colored head - grapefruit, citrus, clean fresh hops - taste follows the nose
- uber fresh hop taste - grapefruit, citrus, tang - very dry, effervescent, crisp, medium body, slightly
- sticky - continues the “New” New England - at least MA - extreme fresh-hop dominant flavor style

Michelob Ultra Light Lager  4.20   USA! 4.5
Light Lager is a lighter version of a breweries premium lager, some are lower in alcohol & all lower in
calories & carbohydrates compared to other beers -  a high amount of cereal adjuncts like rice or cornare
used to help lighten the beer as much as possible - low in malt flavor w/ a light & dry body - hop
character is low & should only balance w/ no signs of flavor or aroma.  European versions are about half
the alcohol (2.5-3.5% abv) as their regular beer yet show more flavor - some use 100% malt - then
American counterparts - for the most part this style has the least amount of flavor
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Miller   Lite 4.66   USA! 4.5
Modelo  Especial   American Adjunct Lager  6.0  Mexico! 5

Molson Golden Ale  5.0   Canada! 5

Moorgat Brouwerij Duvel   Maredsous 8° Brune   8.0   Belgium! 7.5
Belgian Dubbel is a rich malty beer w/ some spicy / phenolic / mild alcoholic characteristics. Not as
much fruitiness as the Belgian Strong Dark Ale but some dark fruit aromas & flavors may be present.
Mild hop bitterness w/ no lingering hop flavors. It may show traits of a steely caramel flavor from the
use of crystal malt or dark candy sugar. Look for a medium to full body w/ expressive carbonation. 
Traditionally a Trappist Ale, many brew similar "Abbey Dubbels" to try and emulate the originals -
Trappist Westvleteren 8, Westmalle Trappist Dubbel & Chimay Première

Narragansett Brewing  Rhode Island
American Adjunct Lager  “Made on Honor - Sold on Merit”  5.0  Can! 4.5
New Belgium  Fort Collins Colorado! 6
Citradelic Tangerine American IPA    6.0    IBU 50
Bright golden orange in color/ light sheen - aromas of citrus - orange fruit/candy, pineapple, & pine hop
up front - lighter herbal / caramel notes - tastes starts mildly sweet & transitions to a well-balanced
bitterness - mouth feels smooth to start, lightly dry w/ a clean finish - medium body

Newcastle Brown Ale  4.70   Scotland! 5.5

Orval Trappist Ale  6.90   Belgium! 8.5
Belgian Pales consume the Belgian brewing scene, initially brewed to compete w/ Pilsners during the
WWII.  They differ from other regional Pale Ale varieties, by traditionally being less bitter, using aged
hops for a delicate hop finish, & boasting sweetish to toasty malt overtones.  They should be decanted
properly, leaving the yeast in the bottle. This will showcase their brilliant color range from pale straw
yellow to amber hues.  Most will be crowned w/ thick, clinging, rocky white heads. Flavors & aromas
will vary. Some have natural spice characters from yeast & hops, while others are spiced.  There's a
recent growing trend to make much more "hoppy" Pale Ales, to entice the US market & its hopheads

Oskar Blues Dale’s Pale Ale  6.5  American Pale Ale (APA)  Colorado   Can! 5.5

Pabst Blue Ribbon  Lager 4.74   Wisconsin   -  Badger State !! 3.5
“PBR” is brewed in the finest traditions of an American Premium Lager dating back to 1844.  Brewed w/
a combination of 2 & 6-row malted barley, select cereal grains & American & European hops, Pabst Blue
Ribbon is fermented w/ a proprietary lager yeast.  The unique fermentation & maturation process
results in a smooth, full bodied beer w/ a clean, crisp finish & a fine noble hop aroma.

Paulaner Hefe-Weizen  5.50   Germany 16.9 oz! 7

Peroni Lager  4.70   Italy! 5.5
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Pilsner Urquell Pilsner  4.70   Czech Republic! 5.5
Pilsner is a type of pale lager - named for Plzen, Bohemia, Czech Republic, where it was first produced
in 1842.  The 1st-ever blond lager was Pilsner Urquell, making it the inspiration for more than 2/3 of the
beer produced in the world today (which are still called pils, pilsner & pilsener) & it is still produced
there today.  The City of Pilsen began brewing in 1295, but until the mid-1840s, most Bohemian beers
were top-fermented.  The taste & standards of quality often varied widely, & in 1838, consumers
dumped whole barrels to show their dissatisfaction.  The officials of Pilsen founded a city-owned
brewery in 1839, called Měšťanský pivovar Plzeň  -  Citizens' Brewery - now Pilsner Urquell, which was
to brew beer in the pioneering Bavarian style.  Brewers had begun aging beer made w/ bottom
fermenting yeasts in caves (lager i.e. German for gelagert = stored, this improved tclarity & shelf life.  
The Pilsen brewery recruited the Bavarian brewer Josef Groll, who, using new techniques / paler malts,
presented his first batch of modern pilsner on 5 October 1842.  The combination of brighter malt 
prepared by English technology, Pilsen's remarkably soft water, local Saaz noble hops from nearby
Zatec & Bavarian-style lagering produced a clear, golden beer that was regarded as a sensation. The
concurrent emergence of efficient, expansive glass manufacturing in Europe allowed the general
population to purchase glass drinking vessels for the first time. These former luxury items showcased
the visually pleasing golden clarity of the recently invented Bohemian style, further influencing the 
pilsner's rapid dissemination. Three years later in 1845, Groll returned to Vilshofen inherited his
father's brewery.  In 1853 the beer was available in 35 pubs in Prague, & quickly spread throughout
Europe. The Pilsner style of brewing was soon widely imitated, “Pilsner Bier” became a registered
brand in 1859 at the Chamber of Commerce & Trade in Pilsen. In 1898, the Pilsner Urquell trade mark
was created to put emphasis on being the original brewery.  Modern pilsners w/introduction to
Germany of modern refrigeration late 19th century eliminated the need for caves for storage, enabling
the brewing of bottom-fermenting beer in many new locations.  Until recently the Pilsner Urquell
fermented using open barrels in the cellars beneath their brewery.  This changed in 1993 w/ the use of
large cylindrical tanks - small samples are brewed in a traditional way for taste comparisons.  A modern
pilsner has a very light, clear colour from pale to golden yellow &  a distinct hop aroma & flavour.  ABV
is typically around 4.5%-5%, if pilsner is brewed stronger, it is usually labeled "Export".   Pilsners
compete in categories like "European-Style Pilsner" at the World Beer Cup or other similar
competitions.  Pilsen style lagers are marketed internationally by nmany small brewers & larger
conglomerates.

Rolling Rock Lager  4.70   USA! 4.5
Root Sellers,” Row Hard Root Beer,”  16 oz Can  6.7abv , gluten free! 5

Saison Dupont Farmhouse Ale  6.5   Belgium! 8
Salvator Doppel Bock  7.90   Germany 16 oz! 7

Sam Adams Lager USA 4.75! 5
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Samuel Smith’s  England! 7.5
Lager 5.0
Pale Ale 5.0 English Pale Ale can be traced back to the city of Burton-upon-Trent, a city w/ an
abundance of rich hard water.  This hard water helps w/ the clarity as well as enhancing the hop
bitterness.  This ale can be from golden to reddish amber in color w/ generally a good head retention. A
mix of fruity, hoppy, earthy, buttery & malty aromas / flavors can be found.  Typically all ingredients are
English.  Average abv range: 3.8-6.0%

Nut Brown 5.0
Oatmeal Stout  5.5 Oatmeal Stout - Generally medium to full bodied stouts that have an unreal
smoothness to them from the addition of oats to the mash - which not only add a lot of smoothness to
the mouth feel but give a touch of sweetness that is unlike any other type of stout. Levels of roasted
flavor & hop character will vary - abv range: 4.0-7.0%

Imperial Stout 7.0  Russian Imperial Stout - Inspired by brewers back in the 1800's to win over the
Russian Czar, this is the king of stouts, boasting high alcohol by volumes & plenty of malt character.
Low to moderate levels of carbonation w/ huge roasted, chocolate & burnt malt flavours. Often dry. 
Suggestions of dark fruit & flavors of higher alcohols are quite evident.  Hop character can vary from
none, to balanced to aggressive - abv range: 8.0-12.00%

IPA 5.0 English India Pale Ale - First brewed in England & exported for the British troops in India
during the late 1700s.  To withstand the voyage, IPA's were basically tweaked Pale Ales that were, in
comparison, much more malty, boasted a higher alcohol content & were well-hopped, as hops are a
natural preservative.  Historians believe that an IPA was then watered down for the troops, while
officers & the elite would savor the beer at full strength.  The English IPA has a lower alcohol due to
taxation over the decades.  The leaner the brew the less amount of malt there is & less need for a strong
hop presence which would easily put the brew out of balance.  Some brewers have tried to recreate the
origianl IPA w/ strengths close to 8-9% abv - abv range: 4.0-6.5%

Tadcaster Porter English Porter is said to have been popular w/ transportation workers of Central
London, hence the name - traditional British brewing documentation from the 1700s state that Porter
was a blend of 3 different styles: an old ale (stale or soured), a new ale (brown or pale ale) & a weak 
mild ale, w/ various combinations of blending & staleness. The end result was also commonly known
as "Entire Butt" or "3 Threads" & had a pleasing taste, neither new nor old - the first truly engineered
beer, catering to the public's taste, playing a critical role in quenching the thirst of the UKs Industrial
Revolution & lending an arm in building the mega-breweries of today.   Porter saw a comeback during
the homebrewing / micro-brewery revolution of the late 1970s / early 80s, in the US. Modern Porters are
typically brewed using a pale malt base w/ the addition of black malt, crystal, chocolate or smoked
brown malt. The addition of roasted malt is uncommon, but used occasionally. Some brewers will also
age their beers after inoculation w/ live bacteria to create an authentic taste.  Hop bitterness is moderate
on the whole & color ranges from brown - black. Overall they remain very complex & interesting beers.

Sierra Nevada Pale Ale  5.60   CA! 5.5
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Six Point Brewery of Brooklyn!
4Beans Baltic Porter 10.0! 6
Resin  American Double IPA 9.1
Smithwicks Ale Ireland 4.5! 5
Spaten   Germany       Lager  5.20! 5
Stella Artois Lager   Belgium 5.20! 5
Stone Brewing Company   CA   IPA  5.20! Bottle / 16 oz can    6 / 6.5
Three Philosophers Quad    9.80   Cooperstown NY 25 oz! 16
Trappistes Rochefort   Belgium! 13
8  Dubbel 9.20
10 Quadrupel  11.30

Tröegs Brewing  Pennsylvania  375ml     Bottle Conditioned! 7.5
LaGrave Triple Golden Ale 8.0    clear; medium gold in color; slow pour for thick, rocky cap; OK
lacing; a big steady stream of bubbles rising - aromas of coriander / orange peel; a little spiciness in the
background - tastes of coriander & orange peel up front; a nice amount of spiciness comes in at mid
palate - stays to the end; light to medium bitterness at the finish; as it continued to warm, banana -
soft mouth, light to medium bodied; highly carbonated - dry finish; ABV warming, not interfering - a
nice, complex flavors; true to style

Jovial  Golden Belgian Style Dubbel Ale 7.0 abv
Pours a dark copper slightly hazy w/ an off white head.  Aromas of citrus, piney resinous hops, &
holiday spice.   Taste is malty up front like a delicious dark wheat bread.  The malt is balanced by a
citrus lemon hop rounded by some spice & bitter herb - nutmeg & cardamon

Unibroue  Canada
La Fin Du Monde Triple 9.0! 6.5

Victory Brewing   Pennsylvania!
Hop Devil IPA 6.70! 5.5
Storm King Stout 9.10! 6
Westmalle Abbey Belgium! 11.5
Double 7.0
Tripel 9.50

Yuengling Lager 4.40  USA! 5

Young’s Double Chocolate Stout 5.20 England! Can   6.5
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LIMITED! !
8 Wired  “Big Smoke” Smoked Porter  6.2  Blenheim New Zealand

Anchorage ”Whiteout” WIT BIER w/ BRETT  Alaska   6.5! 750 ml   26
Ale brewed w/ Spices - Fermented & aged in Oak Foudres

Baladin   Italy! ! 750 ml   32
Nora Herbed/Spiced   6.8 abv    Nora speaks of history, nomadic people, pyramids, spices &
Kamut, which means “the soul of the earth” in ancient Egyptian. A warm, orange-amber color is
complemented by a tall head which releases notes of ginger & citrus fruit.  Scents & sweetly balanced
taste are ideal w/ spicy ethnic dishes, cured meats & cheeses, artichokes & asparagus

Noel Ale   9.0 abv    Top fermented, & then refermented in the bottle. Pours a dark amber w/ light
tan head.  Aromas of cocoa, licorice, figs & dates, notes of caramel, vanilla, biscuit & molasses. Some
spice notes of nutmeg & cinnamon.  Rich, smooth mouth feel, medium carbonation.  Desserts,
especially chocolate/fruits

Issac Witbier   5.0 abv    Creamy head, intentionally cloudy, apricot color, w/ scents of yeast &
citrus, blending into spicy harmonies of coriander & peeled oranges, calls to you from the glass.
Refreshing palate, light bodied & easy drinking.  An ideal aperitif, perfect w/ fresh dishes, light
vegetables, & fish

Beau’s Brewing “Bog Water” Gruit Ale  Vankleek Hill Canada  6.6! ___

Blackberry Farms
Tennessee Cream
Summer Saison/Farmhouse Ale 6.3

The Bruery “8 Maids a Milking” Imperial Milk Stout CA  11.3! 750ml   26

Captain Lawrence Elmsford NY   “Barrel Select”  6.5! 12.7oz   24
Red American Sour Aged in Select Oak Barrels     
blend of several oak barrels that age up to 3 years - flavors are sour, wine like, very
assertive - think Cherries 

The Lost Abbey California / Brasserie Dupont   Collaboration   Brewed in Belgium
“Deux Amis”  Saison / Farmhouse Ale  7.0  Brewed Once

Harpoon Brewery  “Frost Hammer”  Dopplebock  10.7  Boston Massachusetts
100 Barrel Series #60  Brewed Once

Hoppin‘ Frog  Akron Ohio! ! 22 oz    18
“B.O.R.I.S. The Crusher” Oatmeal-Imperial Stout 9.4!
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Ithaca “Ten” American Strong Ale  10.0! ! 39
Our Anniversary beer, TEN is brewed w/ too many malts to list & an excess of American hops, 

including
several additions during fermentation- Enjoy the russet color, aggressively hoppy aroma & flavor, rich
body and fiery finish."

“Old Habit” American Rye / Barleywine Style Ale  
9.0! ! 750 ml    39

Robust - brewed w/ 4 different Rye Malts, fresh Centennial & Crystal Hops, brewed w/our proprietary
Ale Yeast - partly fermented in Tennesee Rye Whiskey Barrels, then carefully blended - gorgeous ruby
color, strong aromas of vanilla & black cherry, earthy flavors of nuts & oak, w/ a warm spicy finish

Maine “Mo”  Maine APA  American Pale Ale! 30

New Belgium  Colorado  2016 “La Folie”  Sour Brown Ale  7.0! 22 oz    18

Transmitter “B5 Dry Brett Stout”! ! 750 ml    30
Foreign / Export Stout  7.0  Long Island City, NY

Victory “Jubilee”  Bière de Champagne / Bière Brut   12.0! 750ml_____
Downington  Pennsylvania
New style of beer, the Bière de Champagne is primarily brewed in Belgium, & typically
undergo a lengthy maturation - some are even cave-aged in the Champagne region of France &
then subjected to remuage & dégorgement, which is the "methode de champenoise" process of
removing yeast from the bottle.  Most are delicate, high in alcohol, highly carbonated &
sometimes spiced.  Color ranges - very pale to dark hues

Cider & Perry!
Aaron Burr Hemlock 6.8    Wurtsboro NY! 16.9 oz     45

Le Père Jules Poiré  4.0 abv   Normandy France! 750ml! 24
Celtic Gauls & the later Romans ruled this area of France for approximately 500 years & both had
knowledge of grafting & keeping apples - the earliest mentions of cider dates to the Greek geographer
Strabo: he speaks of the profusion of apple trees in Gaul & describes a cider-like drink.  In the 9th
century, Charlemagne ordered skilled brewers  - the Sicetores, be present on his estates to
make him ale, "pommé", perry & all the liquors used as drinks, & also ordered an expansion of
plantings of apple trees in what is now Northern France.  Artisanal Cidre - French pronunciation - is an
alcoholic drink produced predominantly in Normandy & Brittany - varying in strength from below 4%
alcohol to considerably more.  Cidre Brut is a strong dry cider of 4.5% alcohol & above.  Most French
ciders are sparkling.  Higher quality cider is sold in champagne-style bottles (cidre bouché).  Many
ciders are sold in corked bottles, but some screw-top bottles exist.  In crêperies in Brittany, cider is
generally served in traditional ceramic bowls (or wide cups) rather than glasses.  A kir Breton (or kir
normand) is an Apéritif made w/ cider & Cassis rather than white wine & cassis for the traditional kir.

Slyboro Cider House  Black Currant Hard Cider  6.9   750ml  Granville NY! 24
12



! ! ! HARD CIDERS & PERRIES
Before the mid-19th century, the “term” cider referred to fermented-alcoholic, or “hard” cider, & was a
staple of the English colonials’ diet.  Unsure of the water supply, settlers immediately planted orchards
& it was the drink of the day.  Then came Prohibition, urbanization & an influx of new settlers who
preferred beer.  Hard cider all but  disappeared until the late 20th century, when artisanal hard cider
making began a renaissance.  As has the growing of specialty hard-cider apple varieties that are
inedible raw, & have strange names like Esopus Spitzenburg & Foxwhelp.  In 2013, NYS passed a law
allowing farms in the state to operate cideries using NYS fruit,  & other benefits to cideries.

Docs Cider Warwick NY!APPLE  4.5 abv! OR! PEAR  5.5 abv! _________

Eden Dry Sparkling  Vermont   8.5 abv! 375 ml! 15
full-flavored, tannic, clean & very dry w/ a champagne-like mouth feel/bright acidity - barbecue,
cheeses, grilled fish, oysters

Etienne Dupont   Cidre Bouche Brut de Normandie 2012  5.5 abv   France! 14

JK’s Scrumpy's  Flushing Michigan
Northern Neighbour Farmhouse Cider Saskatoon Cuvée  5.5 abv! 16 oz Can        8
blend of Michigan Apples & Saskatchewan Saskatoons

The “Pair” Perry 5.5 abv
organic Apples & Pears make up this unfiltered Perry style cider! 22 oz Bottle      17

Olivers Classic “Perry” Pear Cider UK  5.0 abv! 16.9 oz Bottle        7
generally served in traditional ceramic bowls (or wide cups) rather than glasses.  A kir Breton (or kir
normand) is an Apéritif made w/ cider & Cassis rather than white wine & cassis for the traditional kir.

Nine Pin Cider Works   Albany NY  APPLE  & SEASONAL  6.7 abv! 12 oz Can    6
apples sourced from Capital Region & Hudson Valley orchards of New York !
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! ! MEADS, BRAGGOTS & Misc
Mead from Old English "meodu" is an alcoholic beverage created by fermenting
honey w/water, sometimes w/ various fruits, spices, grains, or hops.  Hops act as a
preservative produce a bitter, beer-like flavor.) The alcoholic content may range
from 8% abv to more than 20%. The defining characteristic of mead is that the
majority of the beverage's fermentable sugar is derived from honey.  It may be still,
carbonated, or naturally sparkling; & it may be dry, semi-sweet, or sweet.

B. Nektar    Ferndale Michigan! 16.9 oz Bottles! 14
Death Unicorn Black Currant Cidar
nice color - deep purple / red, a tiny white head. Apple & strong berry nose. Tart, slightly sweet, super
refreshing & delicious

Tuco-Style Freakout Agave Lime Mead  6.0
Appearance - Pale green & crystal clear w/ a fizzy head that disperses swiftly to the rim
Experience - Tart lime engulfs the tongue followed by a creamy sweetness of honey & agave - medium
bodied w/ a lime pith bitterness on the semi-dry finish -  zip of acidity adds to the wonderful balance
of the sweet, tart, & bitter flavors

Zombie Killer Cherry Cyser  5.5
Appearance - Deep pink & clear w/ a light, lacy head that quickly dissipates
Aroma - Crisp, clean apple cider, round, ripe tart cherry
Experience - Tart cherry sweetness up front w/ full, yet crisp fermented cider.  Heavy apple skin
compliments the cherry.  Sweet, creamy honey rounds the flavor & balances the tartness of the cherry
Light carbonation lifts the flavor while the honey smooths the overall mouthfeel.  Finish - crisp & clean

Moonlight Meadery Londonderry New Hampshire    375 ml ( 12.6803 U.S. OZ )! 30
Kurt's Apple Pie  Mead w/ Bourbon Vanilla & Cinnamon
Made from local apple cider w/ Madagascar-bourbon vanilla & Vietnamese cinnamon spice added.
Pours clear very pale yellow w/ a few bubbles for a head.  Nice apple & cinnamon spice aroma, w/ a bit
of rich honey.  Big sweet flavor but not cloying, w/ some dry spices, ripe apples, cinnamon spice.  Full
bodied, oily & chewy. Warming finish w/ nicely rounded honey, ripe & gooey apples, sugary apple pie
filling, restrained cinnamon accents.  Lovely! http://www.ratebeer.com
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! ! ! SODA! 3
San Pellegrino  11.15 oz Can! Limonata / Lemon! OR! Aranciata / Orange

Boylan Bottling Co.  NJ  10.6 oz
Black Cherry, Creme, Orange, Grape, Birch Beer, Root Beer

Saranac   F.X. Matt Brewing Co  Utica NY  12 oz  Caffeine Free
Root Beer, Diet Root Beer, Ginger Beer, Black Cherry Cream
F.X. Matt is an American family-owned brewery at the foothills of the Adirondack Mountains in Utica,
New York.  It is the fourth oldest family-owned brewery in the United States, as it has been brewing
beer since 1888.  Its most popular product is the Saranac line of beers, although soft drinks such as root
beer & ginger beer are also "produced" by the company.

Gus Grown Up Soda 12 oz
Star Ruby Grapefruit, Dry Pomegranate, Dry Root Beer, Extra Dry Ginger Ale
distinctive sodas made w/ real juice / real flavor extracts / refreshing flavor varieties / pasteurized /\
kosher / no caffeine / lightly sweetened w/ cane sugar /only 90 - 98 calories

Johnnie Ryan 100% Pure Cane Sugar Soda Pop  12 oz   Niagara Falls NY
Creme, Orange, Grape, Cola, Root Beer

Sprecher Brewery Gourmet Root Beer & Orange Cream  16 oz! 3.5
Made w/ Honey From Wisconsin  “ The Badger State” !
Founded in 1985 by Randal Sprecher, formerly a brewing supervisor at Pabst Brewing Company. 
Brewing in Wisconsin began 13 years before it became a state.  By the late 1890's nearly every
community in had at least one operating brewery.  In the 1880's Milwaukee was the home of more than
80 breweries - today they can be counted on one hand, & only one can still be considered a giant.  In
1919 the passage of Prohibition virtually sounded the death toll for all but the most diverse breweries. 
A few struggled through by producing near beer (.05 alcoholic content or less), soft drinks & even
vinegar.  Beer making resumed in 1933, when the 18th Amendment was repealed. But even then, people
were still reeling from the effects  of the Great Depression, which of itself had devastated both the
coffers & hopes of many of the earlier breweries.  Like the biggest selling wines, many mass market
beers are made to appeal to as broad of an audience as possible.  This means they have to be produced
at a highly competitive price & that they must offend no one.  Much of the distinctive qualities of the
traditional regional type brews is lost.  Sprecher & other micro-breweries have revived both the
distinctive quality of regional soda’s & beers, & old world brewing methods as well.  The term "Micro
Brewery" refers to the relative size of the brewery when compared to gigantic beer production facilities
of mass marketed national brands.   "Mega-Giants" produce from 20 - 90 million barrels a year each, a
"Micro-Brewery" is a considerably small operation, brewing less than 15,000 barrels a year.  Although
some have grown to 50,000 to 100,000 barrels a year.  Big difference when you consider a barrel is
equivalent to 31 gallons.  Smaller Micro-Breweries such as Sprecher can focus more on specialty "Craft
Products" w/ an eye on the highest quality & tradition of European style brewing.  Sprecher Brewing
Company - continuing Milwaukee's great brewing tradition !
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H2O  16.9  /  33.8  oz! 3  /  6
San Pellegrino Mineral Water   San Pellegrino Terme Italy   SPARKLING
San Pellegrino is an Italian brand of mineral water & assorted real-fruit sodas, with carbonation added
by the bottler, produced & bottled by nestle bottled by waters at San Pellegrino Terme in the province
of Bergamo, Lombardy.  The water naturally contains at least the following chemical elements in
amounts of 150 or more micrograms per liter; calcium, chloride, fluorine, lithium, magnesium, nitrogen,
potassium, silicon, sodium & the non-radioactive form of strontium.   Produced for over 600
years, & enjoyed around the world.

Acqua Panna   Villa Panna Tuscany Italy   STILL

Saratoga Spring Water Co.   Saratoga Springs NY   SPARKLING

Syrups! Soda Pint 2
! American Beauty Grenadine! Caramel
! ! Cinnamon! Orgeat (or-SHOT) Almond
! ! Pineapple! Pomegranate! Raspberry

DELICIOUS ADDED TO; COFFEE, TEA,
ESPRESSO, ICE CREAM, ETC  !

Gun - Mix of Seltzer & Syrup - Pint ALL USE CORN SWEETENER X-CEPT AS NOTED! 2.5
Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Ginger Ale, Sierra Mist- Sweetened w/Cane sugar, Seltzer, Tonic. 
Hand Poured - Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, Ginger Ale, Tonic, Diet Tonic

! ! ! JUICE    12 oz! 2
Orange, Pineapple, Apple, Tomato, Cranberry & White Grapefruit

10 OZ - AS SERVED AT OUR SUNDAY BRUNCH COMPLIMENTARY JUICE! 1.5

! ! HOUSE MADE HOT COCOA!
! ! MADE BY THE BATCH W/ MILK & MILK CHOCOLATE
! ! AS AVAILABLE 
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! ! ! COFFEE
House Coffee is 100% Columbian   Regular/Decaf! 2
French Press Coffee   Small / Large! 3 / 6
Iced Coffee, will take a minute when not in Season! 2

! ! SPIRITED COFFEES! 7

! Ambush  Amaretto/Bushmills! Irish  Powers Whiskey
! Keoki  Brandy/Kahlua! Spanish  Licor 43
! Sicilian  Brandy/Amaretto! Italian  Frangelico
! Mexican  Tequila/Kahlua! Toffee  Dooleys/Aged rum
! Nutty Irish  Baileys/Frangelico! Jamaican  Spiced Rum/Tia Maria

! ESPRESSO! OR!     CAPPUCCINO       Regular / Decaf ! 2.5/4

! SNIFTER SIDES TO INCLUDE W/ ESPRESSO & CAPPUCICINO
Sambuca Romana,  Amaretto Disarrono, Cinnamon Schnapps! 5
Cardinal Mendoza Solara Gran Reserva   Spain! 9

! ! CAPPUCCINO W/! 9

! ! Pumpkin & Cinnamon Schnapps/nutmeg

! ! Steamed Milk, Baileys Mint, hot cocoa

! ! Baileys & Butterscotch schnapps
! ! Godiva Chocolate liqueur/Amaretto

! ! Kahlua w/  Nocello Walnut Liqueur
! ! Kahlua & Amaretto

! ! Trader Vic..................!Macadamia Nut! OR! Chestnut Liqueur

ESPRESSO & CAPPUCCINO BEVERAGES MAY TAKE A MINUTE 
TO PROPERLY PREPARE
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! ! ! TEA
! ! House Teas  Tetley/Tetley Decaf  ! 1.5
! ! House Brewed Iced Tea! 2

! ! HARNEY & SON’S TEAS! 2.5
! ! Bangkok (Green), Peaches & Ginger,  Cinnamon, Chocolate Mint
! !Indian Spice (Chai),  Earl Grey, Raspberry, Jasmine, Pomegranate, Wild Cherry
! ! Decaf - Peppermint, Chamomile, Lemon Verbena, Vanilla

! ! SPIRITED TEAS! 6.5
! ! “Honey Bear” Barenjager Honey liquor
! ! “Cinnamon” Stoli Cinnamon vodka
! ! Please feel free to use our Beverage list, including Syrups,
! ! & your imagination to make your own Mix !

! ! SEASONAL
! ! House made Fresh Squeezed Lemonade ! Pint   3.5
ADD! Lavender Syrup! OR! Fresh Mint! 4

! ! Apple Cider   MAY BE UNPATURIZED! 12 oz   2.5
! !
Cider Drinks   MAY BE UNPATURIZED!    IRISH Glass  8.25 oz! 7
! ! “Hot Ball”    Cinnamon whiskey

! ! “Jack Cider”    Applejack, Cinnamon stick
! ! “Hot Buttered Rum”    Spiced rum, Butter, Cinnamon stick

! ! “Hot Apple Pie”    Tuaca, Cinnamon stick

! ! “Caramel Apple” Caramel Syrup & Caramel vodka

! Kids Cider Drinks  MAY BE UNPATURIZED  Kids CUP  12 oz! 3
! ! “Caramel Apple” w/ Caramel Syrup Mixed In !! 3.5

! ! Seasonal beverages as available
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! ! SPARKLING - FLUTE! 8
Orange Juice / Mimosa! Peach Nectar / Bellini! Cranberry / Poinsettia

! ! Sparkling Cocktail  w/ Sugar Cube & Angostura Bitters
! ! For a Twist;  We offer an assortment of bitters including;
! ! Regan’s Orange & Fee Brothers Peach !

! ! COCKTAILS TOPPED w/ SPARKLING - FLUTE! 9
! ! Poor Italian   w/Grappa + Fresh Muddled Fruit

! ! Black Velvet   w/ Murphy’s Irish Stout

! ! Nelson’s Cocktail! 2 oz Ruby Port / 1.5 oz Cognac

! ! Painter’s Kir Royale   w/ Lejay Crème de Cassis

! ! Painter’s Normande 
! ! Laird’s Applejack, Regan’s Orange Bitters on Sugar Cube

! ! Amer Mousseux ( moo - soh )   w/ Cynar & Campari

! ! Hat Trick 
! ! Fino Dry Sherry, Aperol, 3 dashes  Regan’s Orange Bitters
! ! Topped w/ Presecco , Lemon Garnish

OR SPARKLING W/ YOUR FAVORITE FLAVOR  !
Choice of Green Tea, Lemoncello, Raspberry, Agavero  Tequila liqueur w/ 

Damiana Flower, Amaretto Almond, Frangelico Hazelnut, Creme de Banana, 
Pama Pomegranate, Nocello Walnut, Etc. Etc.

! ! Top any Drink w/ Sparkling Wine !! + 1  Just ask !
House Sparkling Wine Used - Unless other indicated.  Fresh Fruit as available
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! ! FROZEN / VIRGIN! PINTS   10 / 5
Margarita / Blanco or Golden

Classic / Peach / Key Lime Pomegranate / Watermelon / Fresh Lime - blanco 
tequila/Cointreau/roses lime/lime mix  -  SALT ?

Golden   anejo tequila/Cointreau/ Grand Marnier/roses lime /sour mix

Creamsicle  vanilla ice cream/orange & vanilla vodka, Galliano/OJ

Painter’s Mudslide  vanilla ice cream/chocolate vodka/Baileys/white & dark
Creme de cocoa/Godiva 

Espresso Creme  Espresso Vodka / Kahlua/vanilla ice cream

Painter’s Wedding Cake  vodka, amaretto, white Creme de cocoa, oj, pineapple, &
vanilla ice cream

Piña Colada  vanilla ice cream/coconut rum/pineapple juice / Coco Lopez
Rumrunner  banana & pineapple rum/ banana liquor/ pineapple juice/grenadine/

sour mix

! ! CLASSIC & NEW PINTS! 10
Pomegranate Sangria   red wine/pama liquor/brandy/oj filled w/soda water

Bloody Mary or Matador House Made Mix  vodka or tequila/salt/pepper/fresh
horse radish/tabasco/celery powder/worcestershire

Rum w/Choice of;   lemon, vanilla, orange, mango, pineapple or raspberry rums
w/oj/pineapple/cran

Pimm’s No. 1 Cup    Pimm’s No. 1 Cup/ ginger beer/ cucumber garnish
Painter’s Planter’s Punch   light & dark rum/apricot brandy

OJ /pineapple juice/ grenadine
Daytona Delite    coconut rum/peach schnapps/ Southern Comfort/

cranberry pineapple juice

Fifty- Seven Chevy    vodka/tequila/rum/grenadine/ sprite

Painter’s Honky-Tonky vanilla vodka/ Kahlua/ Bailey’s/ Godiva chocolate,
splash cream

Frozen drinks are hand built & May Take A MOMENT TO PROVIDE, 
ESPECIALLY DURING PEAK TIMES, & may arrive after the drinks for the 

rest of your Party.
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! ! ! COCKTAILS  ! 10
Painter’s Blue Peru  Barsol Qubranta Pisco (s. american brandy)/ 
Hypnotiq a blend of vodka, tropical fruit juices & a hint of cognac

Painter’s Brazilian Rose  Cachaça - distilled spirit made from sugarcane 
juice X-Rated Liqueur - a blend of vodka, blood orange, passionfruit & 

mango juices

Caramel Apple    Amaretto, butterscotch schnapps, caramel syrup,
apple juice

Creamy Pumpkin Pie   vanilla vodka, pumpkin schnapps, splash of 
cream, OJ, nutmeg sprinkle

Drama Queen   orange vodka, Lazzaroni Amaretto, cherry
orange wheel & sugar rim

Jack Rose Royale  Applejack, Chambord, fresh lemon juice

Painter’s Porto  Porto, sugar cube , bitters, topped w/sparkling wine

Side Car  Camus Cognac, Cointreau, fresh lemon juice

Burnt Orange Kir  Lillet Blanc, Cynar Artichoke Liqueur, orange slice

Aviation  Tanqueray 10, Maraschino liqueur, fresh lemon juice

French Kiss vodka, Chambord, pineapple juice, lemon twist
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! ! APERITIF & AROMATIZED WINE   RX   OR   NEAT! 7
Cristal Aguardiente   Columbia
In Columbia, aguardiente is an anise-flavoured liqueur derived from sugar cane, popular in the Andean
region.  By adding different amounts of aniseed, different flavors are obtained, leading to extensive
marketing & fierce competition between brands.  Aguardiente has 24%–29% alcohol content.
Aguardiente has maintained, since the Spanish era, the status of the most popular alcoholic beverage in
the Andean regions of Colombia, w/ the notable exception of the Caribbean region, where rum is most
popular.  Aguardiente is rarely used in cocktails & is usually drunk neat.

Campari        Italy
Carpano Antica Formula   Italy
Dubonnet      Rouge      OR      Blanco   France
Lillet      Blanc      OR      Rouge   France
Martini & Rossi Sweet & Dry Vermouth Italy
Pimm’s No. 1 Cup    England
Pimm, a farmer's son from Kent, & the owner of a bar in London offered the tonic - gin-based
containing a secret mixture of herbs & liqueurs as an aid to digestion, serving it in a small tankards
known as a "No. 1 Cup", hence its subsequent name.  Pimm's began large-scale production in 1851 to
keep up w/ sales.  The distillery began selling it commercially in 1859 using hawkers on bicycles.

Punt e Mas   Italy
An Italian Vermouth - dark brown in color w/ a bitter flavor.  Punt e Mes literally means "point and a
half" in Piedmontese - which may refer to the flavor being characterized as one ”point” of bitterness &
half a point of sweetness, which is the "official story" of the producers.  It may be used as a substitute
for regular rosso vermouth in such drinks as the Americano, Manhattan, & Negroni - it has a strong,
distinctive flavor, half-way between regular rosso vermouth & Campari -  made by the Carpano family
from Turin until 2001, when Distillerie Fratelli Branca of Milan bought it.

Aromatized wine is a fortified wine or mistelle that has been flavored w/ herbs, spices, fruit or other
natural flavorings.  It must have a minimum alcohol content of 14.5% by volume\maximum alcohol
content of 22% by volume according to EU law Council Regulation.  The majority of older brands come
from France & Italy but there are now a range of small 'craft' producers around the world.  Varieties of
aromatized wine include Vermouth; the most widely used aromatised wine due to its use in cocktails &
famous commercial brands such as Martini, Cinzano,  Punt e Mas, Noilly Prat & Carpano. which are
commonplace around the world.  Vermouth can be sweet or dry & red, white, pink or orange.
Traditionally flavored w/ an infusion of herbs, peels & spices, including wormwood but modern
commercial brands are likely to be made w/ a sweet concentrate of flavors to maintain consistency &
lower cost.

Apéritif is an alcoholic beverage usually served before a meal to stimulate the appetite & is therefore
usually dry rather than sweet.  Common choices for an apéritif, but not limited to, are vermouth,
champagne, pastis, fino, amontillado or other styles of dry sherry (but not usually cream sherry, which
is very sweet & rich); & any still, dry, light white wine.  "Apéritif" is a French word derived from the
Latin verb aperire, which means "to open."
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! ! DIGESTIFS, AMARI, HERBALS    NEAT   OR   RX! 7.5
Averna    Sicily
Amaro/Amari - In Italian “Bitter” - is a liqueur commonly served as an after dinner digestif, usually
bitter-sweet in flavor, sometimes syrupy, w/ an alcohol content of 16-40%, typically served neat -
sometimes w/ a citrus wedge, on ice, or w/ tonic water.  Typically produced by macerating herbs, roots,
flowers, bark, &/or citrus peels in alcohol, either neutral spirits or wine, mixing the filtrate w/ sugar
syrup, & allowing the mixture to age in casks or bottles.  Many commercial bottlers trace their recipe or
production to the 19th century. Recipes often originated in monasteries or pharmacies.

Branca Menta - Mint Flavored Version of Fernet-Branca     Italy
Cynar   Artichoke   Italy
Italian bitter liqueur made from 13 herbs & plants. Predominant amongst these is the artichoke, from
which the drink derives its name -  dark brown in color, w/ a bittersweet flavor -  16.50 abv.  It fall
in the Italian category of alcoholic beverage known as Amaro & may be taken as either a digestive, or as
a cocktail - mixed w/ soda water & lemon or orange slice, or w/ cola, eggnog, tonic water, milk or bitter
lemon soda - Europeans often mix it w/ orange juice - A variation of the Negroni uses Cynar in place of
Campari -  due to its artichoke component, Cynar is also regarded as a digestif & an aperitif.

Fernet Branca    Italy
A type of amaro or bitter herbal liqueur - Bernandino Branca invented the Fernet Branca bitter in Milan
in 1845 - gaining popularity, which lead to the founding of the Fratelli Branca Distillery.  Intensely
bitter since its inception  - it has been produced according to the original recipe that has been handed
down from generation to generation - made from 27 herbs & other ingredients - the exact formula is a
trade secret known only to the Fernet-Branca president, Niccolò Branca, who personally measures out
the aromatics during the production process.  Branca Menta is a sweeter, mint-flavored liqueur.  Often
consumed neat as a digestif  - typically served in a cordial glass - or as a mixing component (usually
supportive & not as the primary ingredient) in cocktails such as the "Toronto", the “Fanciulli”, & the
more prolific “Hanky Panky " - it has enjoyed a recent growth in popularity in the US particularly due
to an increase in the interest in & mixing/serving of "vintage" cocktails.

Chartreuse - produced by the Carthusian Monks of France, the recipe dates back to 1605 & remains
a closely guarded secret; only 3 of the brothers know the 130 plants & how to blend & distill them - they
are also the only ones who know which plants must be macerated to produce the distinctive color of
this unusual, exotic & unique liqueur - supervising the slow aging in oak casks over several years.   
Intense perfumed aromas of juniper pine & herbs - w/ a complex & somewhat spicy taste - it’s sister
spirit is Yellow Chartreuse, a softer Chartreuse w/ a paler color, milder flavor, sweeter finish & lower
proof.  VEP stands for Vieillissement Exceptionnellement Prolongé, meaning "exceptionally prolonged
aging" - made using the same processes & the same secret formula as the traditional liqueur, & by extra
long aging in oak casks it reaches an exceptional quality.
Green  110  Proof! OR! Yellow   80 Proof! 9
Chartreuse Garnier VEP Green  108  Proof! 18

Approximately 3 oz in Snifter - Room Temperature
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! ! DIGESTIFS     NEAT   OR   RX! 8
Galliano    Italy
Galliano Ristretto - coffee-flavored
A sweet herbal liqueur - created in 1896 by Italian distiller & brandy producer Arturo Vaccari of Livorno
Tuscany & named after Giuseppe Galliano, an Italian hero of the 1st Italo-Ethiopian war.  Galliano has
numerous natural ingredients including star anise, Mediterranean anise, juniper berry, musk yarrow,
lavender, peppermint, cinnamon, & its hallmark, vanilla - using vanillin vanillin for flavoring - caramel
& tartrazine are used to achieve the bright yellow color. Neutral alcohol is infused w/ pressings from
the herbs except for the vanilla.  The liquid is distilled & then infused w/ separately pressed vanilla.  In
the final stage, distilled water, refined sugar & pure neutral alcohol are blended w/ the base - 60 proof /
30 ABV - sweet taste w/ vanilla-anise flavour, subtle citrus & woodsy herbal under notes - the vanilla
top note differentiates Galliano from other anise-flavoured liqueurs - used both as a digestivo & as an
ingredient for cocktails - notably the harvey Wallbanger &, Golden Cadillac -  also used in a popular
Brooklyn cocktail, Mr. October - which the NY Times notes, "tastes like apple pie à la mode, thanks to
Galliano’s vanilla notes."

Jägermeister    Germany
Curt Mast, the original distiller of Jägermeister, was an enthusiastic hunter - the name literally
translated means "Hunting Master" - title for a high-ranking official in charge of matters related to
hunting.  The term Jägermeister had existed as a job title for centuries.  A type of liqueur called
Kräuterlikör  - herbal liqueur - akin to other European liqueurs, such as Gammel Dansk - Denmark,
Unicum - Hungary, Bechervo -  Czech Republic, Demänovka - Slovakia, Pelinkovac - Croatia,
Chartreuse & Bénédictine  - both from France.  In contrast to those beverages, Jägermeister has a
sweeter taste.  Ingredients include 56 herbs, fruits, roots, & spices, including citrus peel, licorice, anise,
poppy seeds, saffron, ginger, juniper berries & ginseng - the ingredients are ground, then steeped in
water & alcohol for 2–3 days. Afterwards, this mixture is filtered & stored in oak barrels for about a
year. When a year has passed, the liqueur is filtered again, then mixed w/ sugar, caramel & alcohol -
typically served cold  -  Jägermeister does not contain deer & elk blood.  The label bears an icon of St
Hubertus depicting his vision of a cross between the antlers of a stag - this image is a reference to the 2
Christian patron saints of hunters, St Hubertus & St Eustace - both converted to Christianity  after
experiencing a vision in which they saw a Christian cross between the antlers of a stag - also on the
label, although not credited, is a verse from the poem Weidmannsheil, by the forester, hunter, &
ornithologist Oskar von Riesenthal  The company translates the poem as;
It is the hunter’s honour that he Protects and preserves his game, Hunts sportsmanlike, honours the
Creator in His creatures.

Strega “Witch”    Italy! 7.5
Strega - “Liquore Strega” - an Italian herbal liqueur produced since 1860 by the S. A. Distilleria Liquore
Strega in Benevento, Campania, Italy - Its yellow color comes from the presence of saffron -  80 proof &
among its approximately 70 herbal ingredients are mint & fennel - considered a digestif - w/ an
appearance similar to Galliano - though less vibrantly yellow - slightly sweet, semi viscous, w/a bold,
complex flavor & strong minty or coniferous notes - used for flavoring torta caprese cake
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! ! ! ABSINTHE
Lucid Absinthe Supérieure 124 Proof  France! 11
Lucid is the first genuine absinthe made w/ real Grande Wormwood to be legally available in the
United States in over 95 years - Made w/ a full measure of Grande Wormwood (Artemisia absinthium)
as well as other fine European herbs.  Distilled in the historical Combier Distillery in Saumur, France -
the heart of the fabled Loire Valley- using the distillery’s original antique copper absinthe stills &
apparatus, much of which was designed by Gustav Eiffel in the 1830’s.
Service - Neat w/Sugar Cube on spoon, side of cool H2O.  Pouring cold water into the glass releases
essential oils from the mixture, which unlocks the bouquet of flavors found in Absinthe & causes it to
“louche” – to cloud into an opalescent emerald green.

! ! ! PASTIS   NEAT   OR   RX! 7
Pernod    France
Ricard   France
Ouzo  Greece
Pastis is an anise flavored spirit & aperitif from France, & is often associated w/ its historical
predecessor, absinthe, yet the two are in fact very different. Pastis does not contain grand wormwood -
Artemisia absinthium, the herb from which absinthe derives its name. Also, pastis obtains its anise
flavor from a distillation (or industrially prepared distillates) of star anise, a herb of Asian origin,
whereas absinthe traditionally obtains its base flavor from green anise, a European herb.  Furthermore,
pastis traditionally exhibits the distinct flavor of licorice root (another herb of Asian origin), which is
not a part of a traditional absinthe. Where bottled strength is concerned, traditional absinthes were
bottled at 45–74% ABV, while pastis is typically bottled at 40–50% ABV.  Finally, unlike a traditional
absinthe, pastis is a "liqueur", which means it is always bottled w/ sugar.
Normally diluted w/ water before drinking, generally - 5 parts water to 1 part pastis - but often neat
pastis is served together w/ water for the drinker to blend together according to preference - the
resulting decrease in alcohol percentage causes some of the constituents to become insoluble, which
changes the liqueur's appearance from dark transparent yellow to milky soft yellow, a phenomenon
also present w/ absinthe - known as the ouzo effect.  The ouzo effect  - also louche effect & spontaneous
emulsification - is a milky - louche oil-in-water microemulsion that is formed when water is added to
ouzo & other anise flavored liqueurs & spirits, such as raki, arak, sambuca, Ricard & Pernod.
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! ! !LIQUEURS & CORDIALS   RX   OR   SNIFTER! 7.5
Agavero  Tequila w/ Damiana Flower   Mexico
blend of 100% blue agave añejo & reposado tequilas & hand blended w/ an extract of the Damiana
flower - Damiana is an ingredient in a traditional Mexican liqueur, which is sometimes used in lieu of
triple sec in margaritas.  Folklore claims that it was used in the "original" margarita.  

Amaretto Di Saronno     Italy
American Honey By Wild Turkey
Aperol Orange    Italy
Barenjager Honey   Germany
Benedictine DOM   France
B & B DOM   Benedictine & Cognac
Blackhaus Blackberry Schnapps
Chambord Red & Black Raspberry  France
Chestnut  Trader Vic
Cointreau   France
Coffee  Illy Espresso Italy
Cuarenta Y Tres Liqor 43  Spain
Creme De; Banana/Cocoa White & Dark, Noya, Mint - Green & White   USA
Drambuie    Scotland
Frangelico Hazelnut    Italy
Godiva Chocolate   OR   White Chocolate   Belgium
Goldschläger  Cinnamon Schnapps   Switzerland
The German word Goldschläger - gold beater - designates the profession of gold leaf makers,
who beat bars of gold into micrometre-thin sheets

Grand Marnier    France
Grand Marnier  Centenarie
Green Tea  Zen Liqueur Japan
Hpnotiq France   cognac/vodka/tropical fruit blend
Irish Mist  Ireland
Kahlúa   Mexico
First produced in 1936.  It was named Kahlúa, meaning "House of the Acolhua People” in the Veracruz
Nahuatl language spoken before the Spanish Conquest - it was Hispanicized as Ulúa, forming the name
of the modern San Juan de Ulúa, a fortress on an island of the same name in the Gulf of Mexico
overlooking the seaport of Veracruz.
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! ! !LIQUEURS & CORDIALS   RX   OR   SNIFTER! 7.5
Lychee  by Soho   France
Lejay Crème de cassis de Dijon
In 1836 Frenchman Auguste-Denis Lagoute from Dijon started a liquor company. In travels to Paris  he
became smitten w/ a drink called ratafia - Ratafia is a term used for 2 types of sweet alcoholic beverage,
either a fortified wine or fruit-based beverage - containing red berries, spices, & alcohol.  Deciding to
use a common local fruit - Cassis / Blackurrants - in 1841 he was bottling his own crème de cassis. 
Blackcurrants are macerated in oak vats along w/ high-proof alcohol & beet sugar -  gravity does all the
work of maceration.  SOme makers use machines to crush blackcurrants, but at Lejay the process of
maceration still takes 8-10 weeks, since they want to retain “the freshness & original freshness of the\
fruit.”  Crème de cassis de Dijon is a title tightly regulated by the French government, which uses the
appellation d’origine contrôlée (AOC): the spirit must be produced entirely in Dijon, use a minimum of
cassis berries - 25% must be from Burgundy - per liter of liqueur, & must use beet sugar, not cane sugar. 

Macadamia Nut Trader Vic  USA
Maraschino  Luxardo  Italy
Maraschino is a liqueur originally from the city of Zara, Croatia & Torreglia, Italy obtained from the
distillation of Marasca cherries - a type of sour Morello cherry known only from cultivation.  The small,
slightly sour fruit of the marasca cherry tree, which grows wild along parts of the Dalmatian coast -
lends the liqueur its unique aroma.

Midori      Mexico
Nocello Walnut   Italy
Pama Pomegranate   USA
Pear Liqueur w/Cognac  Maison Brillet
Pear  or  Raspberry  Montbisou   France
Rumplemintz Canada
Sambuca Romano Classic   OR   Black   Italy
Sapin  Distilled from a mix of 12 different botanicals (including a wide range of alpine herbs
& warm spices like cinnamon & anise), this liqueur is then infused w/ fresh pine buds to provide
vibrant color & flavor. Used in baking, & as an alternative to absinthe or Chartreuse in cocktails, or
alone w/ ice & water.

Schnapps -  Pucker Sour Apple, Butterscotch, 99 Bananas, 99 Peaches, Pumpkin
Smash, Root Beer, Watermelon 
Schnapps  Schonauer Apple   Germany
Brandies - Marie Brizard Apricot, Blackberry, Cherry, Peach
Patron XO Coffee Liquor w/Tequila
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! ! !LIQUEURS & CORDIALS   RX   OR   SNIFTER! 7.5
Sloe Gin Plymouth England
Sloe gin is a red liqueur made w/ gin & sloe (blackthorn) drupes which are a small fruit relative of the
plum.  Sloe gin has alcohol content between 15 - 30 percent by volume.  The traditional way of making
sloe gin is to soak the sloes in gin.  Sugar is required to ensure the sloe juice is extracted from the fruit.

Southern Comfort    Kentucky   A fruity-spicy liqueur that’s been made since 1874. 
A fruity-spicy liqueur that’s been made in Kentucky since 1874.  Hints of Mango, orange, vanilla,
cinnamon, & other flavors.

Tia Maria    Jamaica
Tuaca   Livorno Italy
Originally produced by the Tuoni & Canepa families of Livorno, Italy.  Sweet & golden brown color -
ingredients include brandy, essence of orange & vanilla. Vanilla is the dominant flavor - bottled at 70
proof.  The recipe supposedly dates back to the Renaissance - legend claims that it was created for
Lorenzo Medici - Lorenzo the Magnificent, & was rediscovered by Gaetano Tuoni & Giorgio Canepa in
1938.  1st created as Brandy Milk - it was produced w/ milk, brandy & vanilla - later it was decided to
not use the milk any longer & to change the liquor's name to Tuoca.  In the 1960s, thanks to an Italian
living in San Francisco - the sale of Tuaca started in the US -  in order to make easier the pronunciation
in English the name changed again to Tuaca.  The 2 lions in the crest reference the historic guardians of
architecture seen throughout Florence, Italy.  The Crest pays homage to the crest of the House of Medici,
the political & banking dynasty that ruled 15th century Florence. The Medici family six-ball shield can
be found throughout Italy as a sign of prosperity & influence.

X Rated   France   a blend of premium French vodka, w/ Pineapple & Coconut

Wokka Saki    Japan    blend of grain vodka, fine saki, & Asian fruit

! ! CREME LIQUEURS   RX   OR   SNIFTER ! 7.5
Bailey’s     Ireland   &   Bailey’s Caramel   OR   Chocolate Mint
Castries Peanut Butter Rum   St Lucia
Coole Swan Dairy Cream Liqueur
Dooley’s Toffee
Kiki Beach Key Lime
Giorni Lemon
Creme De La Creme Maple
Voyant Chai Tea
Cream liqueur - not be confused w/creme liqueur - includes dairy cream & a generally flavorful liquor
among its ingredients - Bailey uses Irish whiskey, Creme de la Creme Maple Cream from Canada using
maple syrup & cream, Cruzan Rum Cream using rum, cream, & other ingredients, Dooley’s uses toffe &
vodka, Heather Cream from Scotland uses Scotch whisky, Staibano Amalfi Smooth, a lemon & cream
liqueur from Amalfi Italy, Voyant Chai Cream which uses black tea & spices.
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! ! !AMERICAN DISTILLED VODKA      OR   RX!
360 Eco-Friendly CHOCOLATE Grain   Quadruple Distilled & Filtered 5 times! 10
American Star Ghost Chili    CA! ! 10
The ghost chili is renowned as one of the spiciest chili peppers in the world.  Our ghost chilies are first
hardwood smoked & then infused in our award-winning American Star Vodka base to produce the best
pepper vodka available - The key to this vodka is the perfect balance of delicious smoky heat & ultra
smooth corn based vodka. American Star Ghost Chili Vodka will make the best Bloody Mary cocktail
you have ever had !

Breckenridge___________
Charbay Green Tea  CA! ! 10
Cold River   Handcrafted Maine Potato Vodka
Crop Organic Artisanal  & Crop Cucumber! ! 10
All Certified Organic Grain   Minnesota

Hangar 1    CA
Fugu Habanero
To flavor Fugu vodka inspiration came from the tastes served up in neighborhood taco shops:  spicy
habanero peppers, creamy horchata, & aguas frescas w/ sweet Jamaica hibiscus or juicy pineapple.  The
result: a world-class vodka, infused w/ Azteca flavor.

Peace Vodka Catskill Distilling! ! Bethel
Tuthilltown Spirits Indigenous Apple! ! Gardiner
Viskill Vodka Dennings Point Distillery! ! Beacon
Glimmerglass Vodka! ! Cooperstown Distillery

Hudson Valley Distillers Vodka   Spirits Grove Farm Clermont  NY
Created from one of the Hudson Valley’s famous resources, our vodka has a sweet nose, silky mouth
feel, & subtle tones of apple on the smooth finish.

Peace  Catskill Distilling Co.! Bethel NY
Made w/ NYS grown red winter wheat & pure Catskill Mountain water - triple distilled - no carbon
filtration

Pinnacle  Butterscotch & Pineapple   Maine! ! 9

Square One Organic Rye   CA
Skyy    &    Skyy Ginger    San Francisco

Smirnoff - Passion Fruit, Strawberry, Watermelon, White Grape



Tito’s Handmade  Texas! ! 10
produced in Austin at Texas’ oldest legal distillery - made in batches, using old-fashioned pot stills

Viskill Vodka  Made From NYS Wheat    Denning’s Point Distillery  Beacon NY

Zygos Peach & blend of taurine d-ribose, guarana, & yerba mate   Idaho
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! ! IMPORTED VODKA      OR   RX! 11
Absolut  Sweden
Citron, Grapefruit, Kurant, Mango, Pepper, Peach, Pear, Peppar, Raspberry
Belvedere   Poland  Distilled 4 times

“Bee” Vodka Distilled from Honey !  Hidden Marsh Distillers  Seneca NY
Boru  Grain Distilled 4 times   Ireland
Born in 941 in the land of Dál Cais, a small kingdom in Southern Ireland, Brian Boru was a clan prince
who battled for years against rival kings & Danish Viking invaders, determined not to bow to Norse
occupiers.  Battles were long & bloody but Boru was successful.  By 1002, Brian Boru was recognized as
the High King of Ireland.  Boru’s consolidated power angered Sitric, the Dublin Norse king of the Uí
Néill dynasty that had ruled in Ireland for centuries. In 1013 Sitric joined forces w/ Viking mercenaries
& revolted.  Then 88 years of age, Boru marched north w/ his army to meet the combined forces.  The
armies met at Clontarf, outside Dublin. Boru’s army easily vanquished the Norse coalition & the Viking
soldiers fled, killing Boru as they ran. Despite Boru’s demise, his victory at the Battle of Clontarf
liberated Ireland from Norse invaders  forever.    http://www.boru.com/kingboru1.php

Chopin   Potato    Poland
Produced only mid-September - early December, Chopin Potato is crafted from potatoes grown
naturally – w/out chemicals or pesticides –  harvested late in the season to ensure exceptionally high
starch content (22% vs. the average 12%), for a richer, more flavorful vodka - no secrets / additives are
used. Each bottle contains only potatoes, yeast & purified artesian well water -
3 ingredients – simple but superior in quality – are transformed into premium vodka - a method
that has changed little over the centuries, including the use of a traditional copper column still. 
Approximately 55 tons of potatoes are processed each day at the historic distillery - 40 potatoes /
7 lbs - are required to make 750ml.    Cleaned & left unpeeled, they are pressure-cooked to create a
“mash,” which is fermented for 3 days - then distilled 4 times, creating a spirit that is almost 100%
alcohol - which is then transported to our bottling plant in nearby Siedlce, where it is blended w/
artesian well water - filtered 5 times before its final destination – the iconic, frosted bottle that bears the
profile of the brand’s inspiration, Polish composer Frederic Chopin, & the signature of master distiller
Waldemar Durakiewicz.  Gluten free per;  http://celiacdisease.about.com/od/GlutenFreeAlcohol/a
Gluten-Free-Vodka-List.htm

Figenza Fig Vodka Germany
Grey Goose   &   Citron   &   La Poire-Pear   France

http://www.boru.com/kingboru1.php
http://www.boru.com/kingboru1.php
http://celiacdisease.about.com/od/GlutenFreeAlcohol/a/Gluten-Free-Vodka-List.htm
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Ketel 1   Holland
Stoli   &  Blackberi, Blueberi, Cinnamon, Citros, Cranberi, Ohranj, Peach,
Raspberi, Vanilla     Russia
Three Olives Root Beer England

Vodka is a distilled beverage composed primarily of water & ethanol, sometimes w/ traces of impurities
& flavorings.  Traditionally, vodka is made by the distillation of fermented cereal grains or potatoes,
though some modern brands use other substances, such as fruits or sugar.  Since the 1890s, the standard
Polish, Russian, Belarusian, Ukrainian, Estonian, Latvian, Lithuanian, & Czech vodkas are 40% abv / 80
proof, a percentage that is widely misattributed to Dimitri Mendeleev - a Russian Prime Minister.   A
very popular Russian story is that he came up w/ the 40% standard strength of vodka in 1894, after
having been appointed Director of the Bureau of Weights & Measures w/ the assignment to formulate
new state standards for the production of vodka.  This story has, for instance, been used in marketing
claims by the Russian Standard brand that, "In 1894, Dmitri Mendeleev, the greatest scientist in all
Russia, received the decree to set the Imperial quality standard for Russian vodka & the 'Russian
Standard' was born", or that the vodka is "compliant w/ the highest quality of Russian vodka approved
by the royal government commission headed by Mendeleev in 1894." While it is true that Mendeleev in
1892 became head of the Archive of Weights & Measures in Saint Petersburg, & evolved it into a
government bureau the following year, that institution was never involved in setting any production
quality standards, but was issued w/ standardizing Russian trade weights & measuring instruments. 
Furthermore, the 40% standard strength was already introduced by the Russian government in 1843,
when Mendeleev was nine years old.  The basis for the story is a popular myth that Mendeleev's 1865
doctoral dissertation "A Discourse on the combination of alcohol & water" contained a statement that
38% is the ideal strength of vodka, & that this number was later rounded to 40% to simplify the
calculation of alcohol tax.  However, Mendeleev's dissertation was about alcohol concentrations over
70% & he never wrote anything about vodka.
The Euro Union has established a minimum of 37.5% ABV for any "European vodka" to be named as
such.   Products sold as "vodka" in the US must have a minimum alcohol content of 40%.  Even w/ these
loose restrictions, most vodka sold contains 40% ABV.   Vodka is traditionally drunk neat (not mixed w/
any water, ice, or other mixer - though it is often served chilled in the vodka belt countries - Belarus,
Estonia, Finland, Iceland, Latvia, Lithuania, Norway, Poland, Russia, Sweden, Ukraine.  Also commonly
used in cocktails & mixed drinks, such as the martini, cosmo, screwdriver, bloody mary, white Russian,
greyhound, etc. etc. etc.
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! ! ! GIN      OR   RX!
Beefeaters     England
Bombay     England! 10
Bombay Sapphire! 12
Boodles    England

Hendricks     Scotland
Junipero  Anchor Brewing  CALIFORNIA
Plymouth     England
Old Raj Infused w/ Saffron    England! 12
Tanqueray     England! 10
Tanqueray #10! 12
Gin is a spirit deriving its predominant flavur from juniper berries - from its earliest origins in the
middle ages, gin has evolved over the course of a millennium from an herbal medicine to an object of
commerce in the spirits industry.  Developed on the basis of the older Jenever - & became popular in
the Great Britain when William of Orange - leader of the Dutch Republic occupied the English &
Scottish thrones w/ his wife Mary.  One of the broadest categories of spirits, represented by products of
various origins, styles, & flavor profiles that all revolve around juniper as a common ingredient.

Bols Genever
Jenever - also known as genièvre, genever, peket, or in the English-speaking world as Dutch gin -
Holland gin or Geneva gin, is the juniper flavored national & traditional liquor of the Netherlands &
Belgium , from which gin evolved - traditional jenever is still very popular in the Netherlands,
Belgium & nearby French / German regions - European Union regulations specify that only liquor
made in these 2 countries, 2 northern French departments & 2 German federal states can use the name
jenever/genever/genièvre.  There are 2 types of jenever: oude, old & jonge, young - this is not a matter
of aging, but of distilling techniques - around 1900, it became possible to distill a high-grade type of
alcohol almost neutral in taste, independent of the origin of the spirit.  A worldwide tendency for a
lighter & less dominant taste & a lower price, led to the development of blended in Great Britain, & in
the Netherlands to Jonge Jenever.  During the Great war - lack of imported cereals, & hence malt,
forced the promotion of this blend. People started using the term oude for the old-style jenever, &
jonge for the new style, which contains more grain instead of malt & can contain plain sugar-based



alcohol.  In modern times, jenever distilled from grain & malt only is labelled Graanjenever.  Jonge
jenever can contain 'no more than' 15% malt wine & 10 grams of sugar per litre.  Oude jenever must
contain 'at least' 15% malt wine, but no more than 20 g of sugar per litre.  Korenwijn (grain wine) is a
drink very similar to the 18th century style jenever, & is often matured for a few years in an oak cask; it
contains from 51% to 70% malt wine & up to 20 g/l of sugar.
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! ! ! RUM   RX    OR   NEAT
Rum is a distilled alcoholic beverage made from sugarcane byproducts, such as molasses, or directly
from sugarcane juice by a process of fermentation & distillation.  The distillate, a clear liquid, is then
usually aged in oak barrels.  The most of the world's rum is produced in the Caribbean & Latin America 
 - it is also produced in Austria, Spain, Australia, N. Zealand, Fiji, Hawaii, Philppines, India, S. Africa,
Japan Canada, & The USA !  Rums are produced in various grades. Light rums are commonly used in
cocktails, whereas "golden" & "dark" rums may typically consumed straight - neat, on the rocks, &
sometimes for cooking, but are also commonly consumed w/ mixers.  Premium rums are available,
made to be consumed either straight or on the rocks.  Rum plays a part in the culture of most islands of
the West Indies as well as in The Maritimes & New Foundland, & has famous associations with the
Royal navy - where it was mixed w/ water or beer to make grog - & priracy - where it was consumed as
bumbo - rum, water, sugar, & nutmeg - cinnamon was sometimes substituted for or added to the
nutmeg.  Modern bumbo is often made w/ dark rum, citrus juice, Grenadine, & nutmeg.  Rum has also
served as a popular medium of economic exchange, used to help fund enterprises such as slavery,
organized crime, & military insurgencies -  e.g., the American Revolution & Australia's Rum Rebellion.

Appleton 21 Yr   Jamaica! 14
Bacardi Light   Puerto Rico  Apple, Limon, Orange, Raspberry, Vanilla, 151! 7
Brugal Anejo    Dominican Republic! ! 7.5
10 Cane  First Press Virgin Sugar Cane    Trinidad & Tobago! 8
Captain Morgan Spiced Puerto Rico! ! 7.5
Cruzan 5 Yr    St Croix! Banana! Pineapple! 7.5
Flor de Cana Grand Reserve 7 Yr    Nicaragua! 9
Goslings Black Seal Bermuda! 7.5
Malibu Coconut    Barbados! 8
Meyers Dark    Jamaica! 7.5
Mount Gay Eclipse    Barbados! 7.5
Pampero Anniversario Anejo    Venezuela! 9
Ron Zacapa 23  Solera Method    Guatemala! 9
Solera is a process for aging liquids such as wine, beer, vinegar & brandy, by fractional blending in
such a way that the finished product is a mixture of ages, w/ the average age gradually increasing as the
process continues over many years.  Solera means literally "on the ground" in Spanish, & it refers to the
lower level of the set of barrels or other containers used in the process; the liquid is transferred from
barrel to barrel, top to bottom, the oldest mixtures being in the barrel right "on the ground".  Products

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grenadine
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grenadine


which are often solera aged include Sherry, Madeira, Lillet, Port Wine, Marsala, Muscat & Muscadelle,
Mavrodafni - Greek for Black Laureln - a sweet fortified wine.

Screech Newfoundland! 7.5
Used in a non-obligatory ceremony known as the "screech-in” - an optional ceremony performed on
non-Newfoundlanders (known as a "come from away" or "mainlander") involving a shot of screech, a
short recitation & the kissing of a cod fish. It is often performed either in homes or more commonly in
town pubs
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! ! ! TEQUILA   RX   /   NEAT
Tequila is a regional specific name for a distilled beverage made from the blue agave plant, primarily in
the area surrounding the city of Tequila in the highlands of n. western Jalisco - Tequila is a kind of
mezcal, modern tequila differs somewhat in the method of its production, in the use of only blue agave
plants, as well as in its regional specificity.  Basic categories of tequila are mixtos & 100% agave.  Mixtos
use no less than 51% agave, w/ other sugars making up the remainder - both glucose & fructose sugars.
Tequila is usually bottled in one of 5 categories: Blanco, "white" or plata, "silver";  white spirit, unaged
& bottled or stored immediately after distillation, or aged less than 2 months in stainless steel or neutral
oak barrels.   Joven, "young" or oro "gold"; unaged silver tequila that may be flavored w/ caramel
coloring, oak  extract, glycerin, or sugar-based syrup.  Can also be the result of blending silver tequila
w/ aged &/or extra-aged tequila.   Reposado, "rested": aged a minimum of 2 months, but less than a year
in oak barrels of any size.   Añejo, "aged" or "vintage"; aged a minimum 1 year, but less than 3 years in
small oak barrels.   Extra Añejo, "extra aged" or "ultra aged": aged a minimum of 3 years in oak barrels,
this category was established in March 2006. 100% agave tequila, blanco or plata is harsher w/ the bold
flavors of the distilled agave up front, while reposado & añejo are smoother, subtler, & more complex. 
As w/ other spirits aged in casks, tequila takes on the flavors of the wood, while the harshness of the
alcohol mellows.  The major flavor distinction w/ 100% agave tequila is the base ingredient, which is
more vegetal than grain spirits & often more complex.

1800 Anejo! 9
Cabo Wabo Anejo! 14
Chinaco Blanco / Chinaco Anejo! 8 / 10
Corralejo Silver / Correlejo Anejo! 9 / 10
Corazon Blanco / Corazon Anejo! 8 / 10
Cuervo Black! 8
Cuervo “De La Familia”! 18
Don Julio Silver / Don Julio Anejo! 9 / 10
Draggones  Blanco! 17
El Tosoro Silver / El Tosoro  Anejo! 9 / 10
El Tosoro Paradiso Anejo! 20
Gran Centenario Plata / Gran Centenario Anejo! 9 / 12
Herradura Silver! 8
Herradura Anejo! 10
Milegro Silver! 8
Partida Silver / Partida Anejo! 9 / 12



Patron Silver / Patron Anejo! 11 / 16
Sol Dios Anejo! 10
Sauza Blanco! 7.5
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! ! !MEZCAL OAXACA   MEXICO   RX   OR   NEAT
Scorpion Silver! 12
Del Maguey Single Village  “Minero” 100% Agave Espadin! 16
Del Maguey Single Village  “Santo Domingo Albarradas”   100% Agave Espadin! 16
Mezcal is a distilled alcoholic beverage made from the maguey plant  - a form of agave native
to Mexico.  The word mezcal comes from Nahuatl mexcalli metl & ixcalli which means "oven-cooked
agave".  The maguey grows in many parts of Mexico, though most mezcal is made in Oaxaca.  A saying
attributed to Oaxaca regarding the drink is: "Para todo mal, mezcal, y para todo bien, también."   "For
every ill, Mezcal, & for every good as well.".  The Spaniards were introduced to native fermented drinks
made from the maguey plant.  Soon, the conquistadors began experimenting w/ the maguey plant to
find a way to make a distillable fermented mash  - resulting mezcal.  Today, mezcal is still made from
the heart of the maguey plant, called the piña, much the same way it was 200 years ago, in most places. 
In Mexico, mezcal is generally consumed straight & has a strong smoky flavor.  Though mezcal is not as
popular as tequila  - a mezcal made specifically from the blue agave in select regions of the country -
Mexico does export the product, mostly to the USA & Japan.  Mezcal does not contain mescaline.

! ! Grappa
Altesino Di Brunello Reserva   Italy! 14
Banfi Grappa Di Montalcino    Italy! 7
Grappa is an alcoholic beverage, a fragrant, grape-based pomace brandy of Italian origin that contains
35 - 60 percent abv - the flavor, like wine, depends on the type / quality of the grapes used, as well as the
specific distillation process, & is made by distilling the skins, pulp, seeds, & stems -  the pomace left
over from winemaking after pressing the grapes - originally made to prevent waste by using these
leftovers.  It is a protected name in the Euro Union.  To be called grappa, the following criteria must be
met;  Produced in Italy, the Italian part of Switzerland, or in San Marino.  Produced from pomace. 
Fermentation & distillation must occur on the pomace—no added water.  No direct fermentation of pure
grape juice - the method used to produce brandy.  Distillation must occur on solids. Thus, it is carried
out not w/ a direct flame but w/ steam distillation; otherwise, the pomace may burn, & the woody parts
of the grapes (the stems / seeds) are co-fermented w/ the sugar-rich juice; this produces a very small
amount of methanol, which is much more toxic than ethanol - this methanol must be carefully removed
during distillation which is why Italian law requires winemakers to sell their pomace to grappa makers;
this is a measure that was taken against moonshine operations - now very rare..  In Italy, grappa is
primarily served as a digestivo -  its main purpose is to aid in the digestion of heavy meals, & is also
added to espresso to create a caffe coretto - "correct" or "proper" coffee - other variations include;. 
ammazzacaffe"coffee-killer" - espresso is drunk first, followed by a few oz served in its own glass, in



the Veneto there is resentin "little rinser" - after finishing a cup of espresso w/ sugar, a few drops of
grappa are poured into the nearly empty cup, swirled, & drunk down in one sip.  Typically clear,
indicating an unaged distillate, some may retain very faint pigments from their original fruit pomace  -
aged versions have become more common, & may take on a yellow, or red brown hue from barrels
which they are stored.  Use of the word grappa for product distilled in the US is allowed, & is under the
Class definition of Brandy further classified type as Pomace, specifically grappa or grappa brandy.

Approximately 2 oz in Snifter - chilled
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! ! ! Eau de vie
Aqua Perfecta       Kirschwasser, Pear, Framboise, Cherry! 9
An eau de vie - French for Spirits - literally " water of life") is a clear, colorless fruit brandy produced
by means of fermentation & double distillation.  The fruit flavor is typically very light.  In English
speaking countries, eau de vie refers to a distilled beverage  made from fruit - not grapes.  Similar
terms may be local translations or may specify the fruit used to produce it.  Although eau de vie is a
French term, similar beverages produced in other countries - German Schnaps, Balkan rakia, Romanian
tuica, Czech & Slavic palenka, Sri Lankan coconut arrack & Georgian chacha.   In French eau de vie is a
generic term for distilled spirits - there the proper term for fruit brandy is eau-de-vie de fruit, while
eau-de-vie de vin means wine spirit (brandy), & several further categories of spirits - distilled from
grape pomace, lees of wine, beer, cereals, etc.- are also legally defined as eau-de-vie in a similar fashion. 
Many eaux de vie made from fruits, wine, pomace or rye have a protected designation of origin w/in
the Euro Union.  Production - Ripe fruit is fermented, distilled, & quickly bottled to preserve the
freshness & aroma of the parent fruit.  Eaux de vie are typically not aged in wooden casks, hence they
are clear.   Although this is the usual practice, some distillers age their products before bottling. 
Varieties - Some commonly available flavors are eau de vie de poire (pear)—known as eau de vie de
Poire Williams when made from the Williams Pear—eau de vie de pomme (apple), eau de vie de
mirabelle (yellow plum), & eau de vie de pêche (peach).  When made from pomace, it is called pomace
brandy or marc.  While most eaux de vie from the Alpine regions of Europe only rest very briefly in
glass containers, others are aged in wooden casks before bottling.  Thus, calvados, an apple-based
spirit from n.western France, is required by law to spend at least 2 years in wood, & most producers
also offer much older products to the market (up to 20 years or more). Some slivovitz are also aged in
wooden casks, giving them their golden or amber color & some additional flavors.  In the Caribbean,
Union Jake's produces tropical fruit eaux-de-vie - banana, golden apple (ambarella), guava, mango,
pineapple, sapodilla, & local honey.  The term can also refer to maple eau de vie, made from maple
syrup.  Serving preferences vary - general guidelines: eau de vie is usually served as a digestif.  The
typical serving size is 1.0 - 2.0 US fl oz), owing to the high alcohol content of the spirit & because it is
typically consumed after a meal during which some other alcoholic beverage has already been served.

! ! Armagnac   France
Cerbois Reserve Personnelle! 9
Marc Darroze Reserve Speciale! 14
Armagnac is a distinctive kind of brandy produced in the Armagnac region in Gascony - distilled from
wine & usually made from a blend of grapes including Colombard, Folle blanche, & ugni blanc -
traditionally using column stills rather than the pot stills used in the production of cognac - the
resulting spirit is then aged in oak barrels before release.  Production is overseen by the Institut



national de l'origine et de la qualité & the Bureau National Interprofessionel de l'Armagnac  -
Armagnac was one of the first areas in France to begin distilling spirits, but the overall volume of
production is far smaller than Cognac & therefore is less known outside Europe.  In addition, they are
for the most part made & sold by small producers, whereas Cognac production is dominated by big
name brands.

Approximately 3 oz in Snifter - Room Temperature
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! ! ! Cognac   France
Camu VS Elegance! 8
Courvoisier VSOP! 14
Courvoisier XO! 29
Gabriel & Andreu Borderies 15 Yr! 10
Gabriel & Andreu Grande Champagne 35 Yr! 21
Hennessy VSOP! 11
Hennessy XO! 16
Hennessy Paradis! 48
Hennessy Private Reserve 1873! 28
Martell VSOP! 10
Pierre Ferrand “Abel” 45 Yr Old! 45
Remy Martin VSOP! 10
Remy Martin 1989 Single Vintage! 30
Cognac is named after the town of in France, is a variety of brandy, produced in the wine growing
region surrounding the town from which it takes its name.  For a brandy to bear the name Cognac, an
Appellation d'origine contrôlée, its production methods must meet certain legal requirements.  In
particular, it must be made from specified grapes - of which Ugni blanc - known locally as Saint
Emilion, is the one most widely used - it must be twice distilled in copper pot stills & aged at least 
years in French  oak barrels from Limousin or Tronçais.  Cognac matures in the same way as whiskies
& wine when aged in barrels, & most cognacs are aged considerably longer than the minimum legal
requirement.  Thetightly defined crus, or geographic denominations where cognac grapes are grown,
w/ their distinctive soils & microclimates - can also be used to classify the cognac, as these factors can
produce eaux de vie w/ characteristics particular to their specific location.  Grande Champagne are long
in the mouth & powerful, dominated by floral notes.  "Champagne" derives from the Roman
"Campania" meaning Plain, but is often explained due to similarity to the soil of the Champagne area
at Reims - soils in Grande Champagne & Petite Champagne are characterized as shallow clay
limestone, over limestone & chalk.  Petite Champagne are similar in character Grande Champagne but
are in general shorter on the palate.  Cognacs made from a mixture of Grande & Petite Champagne
eaux de vie - at least 50% Grande Champagne - may be marketed as "Fine Champagne".  Borderies is
the smallest cru, eaux de vie from the Borderies are the most distinctive w/, nutty aromas & flavor, as
well as a distinct violet or iris characteristic -  the soils here contain clay & flint stones resulting from
the decomposition of limestone.  Fins Bois is heavier & faster aging eaux de vie - ideal for establishing
the base of some blended cognacs. Fins Bois is rounded & fruity, w/ an oiliness -  the soils here are



predominantly red clay-limestone & very stony, or otherwise heavy clay soils.  Bons Bois & Bois
Ordinaires are further out from the four central growth areas w/ a poorer soil & very much influenced
by the maritime climate, this area produces eaux de vie that are less demonstrative & age more quickly. 
Hennessy cognac distillery was founded by Irishman Richard Hennessy in 1765

Approximately 3 oz in Snifter
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! ! Brandy
Apple  Busnel Calvados VSOP Reserve   France! 9
Cardinal Mendoza Solara Gran Reserva   Spain! 9
Christian Brothers   USA! 7
Germain Robin XO 13 Yr   Ukiah CA! 19
Laird’s  Applejack   Scobyville NJ! 7.5
Laird’s  Applejack  100% Proof! 8.5
Laird’s  Applejack  12 Yr! 14
Metaxa 7 Star   Greece! 7.5
Navip Slivovitz 8 Yr 100 Proof   Serbia! 8.5
Brandy - derived from Dutch brandewijn, "burned wine", is a spirit produced by distilling wine.
Brandy generally is 70–120 proof &  is typically taken as an after-dinner drink - some brandies are aged
in wooden casks - some are colored w/ caramel coloring to imitate the effect of aging, & some brandies
are produced using a combination of both aging & coloring.  In broader sense, the term "brandy" also
denotes liquors obtained from distillation of pomace - pomace brandy or mash or wine of any other
fruit - fruit brandy  -these products are also named eaux-de-vie.  Varieties of wine brandy can be found
across the winemaking world.  Among the most renowned are Cognac & Armagnac.

Barsol Pisco Brandy Peru ! Italia! or! Quebranta! 7.5
A colorless or yellowish-to-amber colored Brandy produced in winemaking regions of Peru &Chile  - made by
distilling grape wine into a high-proof spirit  - developed by 16th century Spanish settlers as an alternative to
orujo - pomace brandy obtained from the distillation of marc - solid remains left after pressing of grapes from
Northwest Spain - where its called augardente (firewater) or caña, & is an element of collective identity - similar
to Grappa from Italy.  It had the advantages of being produced from available domestic fruit & reducing
alcoholic beverage transport to remote locations.  Peru is the largest exporter of Pisco, which has won over 20
gold medals, & was named the best liquor of the world in the Concours Mondial de Bruxelles 2011.  Peruvian
Pisco is produced only using copper pot stills - like single malt scotch - rather than continuous column stills -
like most vodkas - unlike the Chilean variety, Peruvian pisco is never diluted after it is distilled & enters the
bottle directly at its distillation strength & a peculiarity is that the first part of the distillation (called the heads)
is kept & mixed in w/ the rest of the distillate.  Re-adding the 'heads' adds more 'character', & is how Peruvians
traditionally liked it.  Many types of grapes were used to produce pisco, leading to a wide variation in flavor,
aroma, viscoscity & appearance.  This harmed attempts to export the product under a single denomination,
resulting in numerous regulations setting a baseline for a product to carry the name.  4 distinct types of pisco
were thus designated: Puro (Pure), made mostly from a single variety of grape - Quebranta, although Mollar &
Common Black can be used - no blending between varieties is accepted.  Aromáticas (Aromatic), made from
Muscat or Muscat derived grape varieties, & also from Albilla, Italia & Torontel grape varieties; again, the pisco
should only contain 1 variety of grape in any production lot.  Mosto Verde (Green Must), distilled from partially
fermented must, this must be distilled before the fermentation process has completely transformed sugars into



alcohol.  Acholado (Multivarietal), blended from the must of several varieties of grape.  Some other specific
restrictions of note are:  Pisco must be aged for a minimum of 3 months in vessels of "glass, stainless steel or any
other material which does not alter its physical, chemical or organic properties".  No additives of any kind may
be added to pisco that could alter its flavor, odor, appearance or proof.

Approximately 3 oz in Snifter
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! ! ! Sherry! 7
Dry Sack   Medium Dry
Harvey's Bristol Cream
Emilio Lustau! Oloroso “Don Nuno”! OR! Manzanilla “Papirusa”
Osborne   Amontillado
Sherry is a fortified wine made from white grapes that are grown near the town of Jerez, Spain -
produced in a variety of styles made primarily from the Palamino grape, ranging from light versions,
such as Manizanilla & Fino, to darker & heavier versions that have been allowed to oxidise as they age
in barrel, such as Amontillado & Oloroso.  Sweet dessert wines are also made from Pedro Ximenez or
Moscatel grapes, & are sometimes blended w/ Palomino-based Sherries.  "Sherry" is Jerez anglicized -
previously known as sack, from the Spanish saca, meaning "extraction" from the solera.  In Europe,
"Sherry" has protected designation of origin status, & under Spanish law, all wine labelled as "Sherry"
must legally come from the Sherry Triangle, in the province of Cádiz between Jerez de la Frontera,
Sanlúcar de  Barrameda, & El Puerto de Santa María - in 1933 the Jerez Denominación de Origen was
the first Spanish denominación to be officially recognized.  After fermentation, the base wines are
fortified w/ grape spirit in order to increase their final alcohol content.  Wines classified as suitable for
aging as Fino & Manzanilla, are fortified until they reach an alcohol content of 15.5 % abv -as they age
in barrel, they develop a layer of flor—a yeast like growth that helps protect the wine from excessive
oxidation - wines classified to undergo aging as Oloroso are fortified to reach an alcohol content of at
least 17 % - they do not develop flor & so oxidize slightly as they age, giving them a darker color. 
Because fortification takes place after fermentation, most sherries are initially dry, w/ any sweetness
being added later.  In contrast, port wine is fortified halfway through its fermentation, which stops the
process so that not all of the sugar is turned into alcohol - wines from different years are aged &
blended using a solera system before bottling, so that bottles will not usually carry a specific vintage
year & can contain a small proportion of very old wine - Types;  Fino - 'fine' in Spanish - the driest &
palest of the traditional varieties of Sherry.  The wine is aged in barrels under a cap of flor yeast to
prevent contact w/ the air.  Manzanilla - an especially light variety of Fino Sherry made around the port
of Sanlúcar de Barrameda.  Manzilla Pasada - a Manzanilla that has undergone extended aging or has
been partially oxidised, giving a richer, nuttier flavor.  Amontillado - a variety of that is first aged under
flor but is then exposed to oxygen, producing a sherry that is darker than a Fino but lighter than an
Oloroso.  Naturally dry, they are sometimes sold lightly to medium sweetened but these can not be
labelled as Amontillado.   Oloroso - 'scented' in Spanish - a variety aged oxidatively for a longer time
than a Fino or Amontillado, producing a darker & richer wine - w/ alcohol levels between 18- 20% - the
most alcoholic - like Amontillado, naturally dry, they are often also sold in sweetened versions called
Cream sherry - as w/ Amontillado "Sweet Oloroso", "Rich Oloroso" &" Oloroso Dulce" are prohibited
terms.  Palo Cortado - this variety is initially aged like an Amontillado, typically for 3 or 4 years, &
subsequently develops a character closer to an Oloroso - this either happens by accident when the flor



dies, or the flor is killed by fortification or filtration.   Jerez Dulce (Sweet Sherries) are made either by
fermenting dried Pedro Ximenez - PX - or Moscatel grapes, which produces an intensely sweet dark
brown or black wine, or by blending sweeter wines or  grape must w/ a drier variety.  Cream is a type
of sweet sherry first made in the 1860s by blending different sherries, usually including Oloroso &
Pedro Ximénez.

Approximately 3 oz in Sour Glass
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! ! ! Madeira! 7
Leacocks Bual 10 Yr Medium Sweet
Malmsey 5 Yr    Sweeter
Sercial 5 Yr    Dry
Rainwater

A fortified wine produced in a variety of styles ranging from dry wines which can be consumed on
their own as an aperitif, to sweet wines more usually consumed w/ dessert - some versions are flavored
w/ salt & pepper for use in cooking.  The Island of Madeira was a standard port of call for ships
heading to the New World or East Indies.  To prevent the wine from spoiling, neutral grape spirits were
added.  On the long sea voyages, the wines would be exposed to excessive heat & movement which
transformed the flavor of the wine - discovered by the wine producers of Madeira when an unsold
shipment of wine returned to the islands after a round trip.  Today, Madeira is noted for its unique
winemaking process which involves heating the wine up to temperatures as high as 140 °F for an
extended period of time & deliberately exposing the wine to some levels of oxidation - due to this
unique process - it is a very robust wine that can be quite long lived even after being opened.  Madeira
was important in the history of the United States of America as wine quality grapes were not grown
among the 13 colonies, imports were needed, w/ a focus on Madeira.  In one of the major events on 
the road to revolution in which Madeira played a key role was the British seizure of John Hancock’s
sloop “The Liberty” on May 9, 1768 - the boat was seized after unloading a cargo of Madeira - a dispute
arose over import duties - the seizure of the Liberty caused riots to erupt among the people of Boston -
also a favorite of Thomas Jefferson, it was used to toast the Declaration of Independence - George
Washington, Alexander Hamilton, Benjamin Franklin - mentioned in his biography - & John Adams
also appreciated the qualities of Madeira.  On one occasion, Adams wrote to his wife, Abigail, of the
great quantities of Madeira he consumed while a Massachusetts delegate to the Continental Congress -
Madeira was used by visiting Captain James Server to christen The USS Constitution in 1797.  Chief
Justice John Marshall was also known to appreciate Madeira, as well as his cohorts on the early U.S.
Supreme Court.  The mid-19th century ushered an end to the industry's prosperity.  First came the 1851
discovery ofpowdery mildew, which severely reduced production over the next 3 years.  Just as the
industry was recovering through the use of the copper-based Bordeaux mixture fungicide, the
phylloxera epidemic that had plagued European wine regions reached the island.  By the end of the
19th century, most of the island's vineyards had been uprooted - many were converted to sugar cane
production - the majority of the vineyards that did replant chose to use US vine varieties rather than
replant w/ the varieties that were previously grown.  By the turn of the 20th century, sales started to
slowly return to normal, until the industry was rocked again by the Russian revolution & US
Prohibition - closing off 2 of Madeira's biggest markets - then a downturn - both in sales & reputation,
as low quality "cooking wine" became primarily associated w/ the island—much as it had for Marsala. 



But towards the end of 20th century, some producers started a renewed focus on quality—ripping out
the hybrid & American vines & replanting with the "noble grape" varieties of Sercial, Verdelho, Bual,
& Malvasia - the "workhorse" varieties of Tinta Negra Mole & Complexa are still present & in high use,
but hybrid grapes were officially banned from wine production in 1979.  Today, Madeira's primary
markets are in the France & Germany w/ emerging markets growing in Japan, UK & the US.
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! ! ! Madeira
4 major styles of Madeira are named according to the grape variety used.  Ranging from the driest style
to the sweetest style, the Madeira types are: Sercial is nearly fermented completely dry, w/ very little
residual sugar - 0.5 to 1.5° on the Baumé scale, a pair of hydrometer scales developed by French
pharmacist Antoine Baumé in 1768 to measure density of various liquids - this style of is characterized
by high-toned colours, almond flavours, & high acidity. Verdelho has its fermentation halted a little
earlier than Sercial, when its sugars are between 1.5 & 2.5° Baumé - his style of wine is characterized by
smokey notes & high acidity.  Bual (also called Boal) has its fermentation halted when its sugars are
between 2.5 to 3.5° Baumé - this style of wine is characterized by its dark colour, medium-rich texture,
& raisin flavors.  Malvasia (also known as Malmsey or Malvazia) has its fermentation halted when its
sugars are between 3.5 & 6.5° Baumé - this style of wine is characterised by its dark colour, rich texture,
& coffee caramel flavors - like other Madeiras made from the noble grape varieties, the Malvasia grape
used in Malmsey production has naturally high levels of acidity in the wine, which balances w/ the
high sugar levels so the wines do not taste cloyingly sweet.



Approximately 3 oz in Sour Glass
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! ! ! Dessert Wines    ! Glass / Bottle
Anthony Road “Sweet Dream” Late Harvest Vignoles! ! 6! /! 24
Wagner Riesling Ice Wine   Finger Lakes NY! ! ! ! 35
Beringer “Cabernet of Port” 1995 CA! 750 ml! 7! /! 40
Viviani “Recioto della Valpolicella” 1996 Italy! ! 9
Campbells Rutherglen Muscat   Australia! ! ! ! ! 30
Royal Tokaji 5 Puttonyos 2006 Red Label  Hungary !500 ml! ! ! 80
! ! ! Bottles are 375 ml unless other noted

Dessert wines - sometimes called pudding wines, are sweet wines typically served w/ dessert - there is
no simple definition of a dessert wine.  In the UK, dessert wine is considered to be any sweet wine
drunk w/ a meal, as opposed to the white fortified - fino & amontillado sherry - drunk before the meal,
& the red fortified wines - port & madeira - drunk after it.  Thus, most fortified wines are regarded as
distinct from dessert wines, but some of the less strong fortified white wines, such as Pedro Pedro
Ximénez sherry & Muscat de Beaumes-de-Venise are regarded as honorary dessert wines.  In the US,
by contrast, a dessert wine is legally defined as any wine over 14% abv - including all fortified wines -
is taxed more highly as a result - dates back to a time when the US wine industry only made dessert
wines by fortification, but is outdated - since modern yeast & viticulture can produce dry wines over
15% w/ out fortification.  Makers of dessert wines want to produce a wine containing high levels of
both sugar & alcohol, yet the alcohol is made from sugar.  There are many ways to increase sugar levels
in the final wine:
1 - Grow grapes so that they naturally have sugar to spare for both sweetness & alcohol
2 - Add sugar or honey, either by: 
Chaptalization  - the process of adding sugar to unfermented grape must or freshly pressed grape juice
in order to increase the alcohol content after fermentation - this process is not intended to make the
wine sweeter, but rather to provide more sugar for the yeast to ferment into alcohol.  Süssreserve -
literally meaning "sweet reserve" - the process of adding a portion of selected unfermented grape must,
free of microorganisms - added to wine as a sweetening component after fermentation, this technique
was developed in Germany & is used w/ German-style wines such as semi-sweet Riesling or Müller
Thurgau.  This technique raises the sugar level of the wine & lowers the amount of alcohol.
3 - Add alcohol - typically brandy - before all the sugar is fermented, called fortification, or 'mutage'
4 - Remove water to concentrate the sugar - in warm climates, by air drying the grapes to make raisin
wine -  In frosty climates, by freezing out some of the water to make ice wine - in damp temperate
climates, by using a fungal infection, Botrytis cinerea, to desiccate the grapes w/ Noble Rot - the
benevolent form of a grey fungus that can affect wine grapes -  it requires moist, not wet conditions,
when the weather stays wet, the malevolent form, "grey rot," can destroy crops of grapes.  Grapes



typically become infected w/ Botrytis when they are ripe.  If they are then exposed to drier conditions
& become partially raisined this form of infection brought about by the partial drying process is
known as noble rot.  Grapes picked at a certain point during infestation can produce particularly fine &
concentrated sweet wine.  Some of the fines Botrytizedt wines, such as Sauternes, Tokaji, & Grasă de
Cotnari, are literally picked berry by berry in successive tries.

Approximately 3 oz in Sour Glass - Served Chilled
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! ! PORT   PORTUGAL! Glass/Bottle

Fonseca 1997 Vintage    750ml! 250
Grahams 1997 Vintage  750 ml! 225

Quinta do Noval 10 Yr Tawny! 8
Quinta do Noval 20 Yr Tawny! 14

Portuguese fortified wine produced exclusively in the Douro Valley - typically a sweet, red wine, often
served at dessert, though it also comes in dry, semi-dry, & white varieties.  Wines in the style of port are
produced outside Portugal -  in Australia, France, S. Africa, Canada, India, Argentina, & The US. 
Under European Union Protected Designation of Origin guidelines, only product from Portugal may
be labelled as Port or Porto.  In the US, wines labelled "port" may come from anywhere in the world,
while the names "Dão", "Oporto", "Porto", & "Vinho do Porto" have been recognized as foreign, non
generic names for wines originating in Portugal.  Portuguese ports comes in several styles, which can
be divided into 2 broad categories: Wines matured in sealed glass bottles, w/ no exposure to air,
experience what is known as "reductive" aging.  This process leads to the wine losing its color very
slowly & produces a wine which is smoother on the palate/less tannic.  Wines that have matured in
wooden barrels, whose permeability allows a small amount of exposure to oxygen, experience what is
known as "oxidative" aging - they too lose color, but at a faster pace & also lose volume to evaporation,
leaving behind a wine that is slightly more viscous.  The Instituto dos Vinhos do Douro e do Porto
further divides port into 2 categories: normal ports - standard rubies, tawnies & white ports, &
Categorias Especiais, special categories, which include everything else.
Tawny Ports are wines, made from red grapes, that are aged in wooden barrels, exposing them to
gradual oxidation & evaporation.  As a result, they gradually mellow to a golden-brown color. The
exposure to oxygen imparts "nutty" flavors to the wine, which is blended to match the house style.
Tawny ports are sweet or medium dry & typically consumed as a dessert wine.  When described as
tawny, w/out an indication of age, it is a basic blend of wood aged port that has spent at least 2 years in
barrels.  Above this are tawny w/ an indication of age which represent a blend of several vintages, w/



the nominal years "in wood" stated on the label.  The official categories are 10, 20, 30 & 40 years.  The
categories indicate a target age profile for the ports, not their actual ages, though many people
mistakenly believe that the categories indicate the minimum average ages of the blends.  It is also
possible to produce an aged white port in the manner of a tawny, w/ a number of shippers now
marketing aged white ports.
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Ruby port is the least expensive & most extensively produced type of port.  After fermentation, it is 
stored in tanks made of concrete or stainless steel to prevent oxidative aging & preserve its rich claret
color. - usually blended to match the style of the brand to which it is to be sold & is fined - the process
where a substance (fining agent) is added to the wine to create an absorbent, enzymatic or ionic bond
w/ the suspended particles, producing larger molecules & larger particles that will precipitate out of
wine more readily & rapidly -  & cold filtered before bottling & does not generally improve w/ age.
Reserve or vintage character - Reserve port is a premium ruby port approved by the IVDP's tasting
panel, the Câmara de Provadores.  In 2002 the IVDP prohibited the use of the term "Vintage Character",
as the wine had neither a single vintage (usually being a blend of several vintages of ruby port) nor the
typical character of vintage port.
Late bottled vintage - often referred to simply as LBV was originally wine that had been destined for
bottling as vintage port, but because of lack of demand was left in the barrel for longer than had been
planned.  Over time it has become 2 distinct styles of wine, both of them bottled between 4 & 6 years
after the vintage, but 1 style is fined & filtered before bottling, while the other is not.  The filtered wine
has the advantage of being ready to drink w/out decanting & is usually bottled in a stoppered bottle
that can be easily resealed.  Many wine experts feel that this convenience comes at a price & believe
that the filtration process strips out much of the character of the wine.  The accidental origin of late
bottled vintage has led to more than one company claiming its invention. The earliest known reference
to a style of port with this name in a merchant's list is to be found in The Wine Society's catalogue from
the spring of 1964; which includes Fonseca's Quinta Milieu 1958, bottled in the UK, also in 1964. 
Unfiltered wines are mostly bottled w/ conventional driven corks & need to be decanted.  After
decanting they should be consumed w/ in a few weeks, sometimes months - since it is fortified.  Recent
bottlings are identified by the label wording "unfiltered" or "bottle matured" or both.  Before the 2002
regulations, this style was often marketed as '"traditional", a description that is no longer permitted.
Intended to provide some of the the experience of drinking a vintage port but w/ out the need for
lengthy bottle ageing.  To a limited extent it succeeds, as the extra years of oxidative aging in barrel
does mature the wine more quickly.  Typically ready to drink when released, LBV ports are the product
of a single year's harvest & tend to be lighter bodied than a vintage port.  Filtered LBVs can improve w/
age, but only to a limited degree; whereas the unfiltered wines will usually be improved by extra years
in the bottle.  Since 2002, bottles that carry the words "bottle matured" must have enjoyed at least 3
years of bottle maturation before release.
White Port is made from white grapes & can be made in a wide variety of styles, although until
recently few shippers have produced anything other than a standard product.  Ordinary white ports
make an excellent basis for a cocktail while those of greater age are best served chilled on their own.
Sweet white port & tonic water is a commonly consumed drink in the Porto region.  There are a range
of styles of white port, from dry to very sweet. When white ports are matured in wood for long periods,
the colour darkens, eventually reaching a point where it can be hard to discern (from appearance alone)
whether the original wine was red or white.



Rose Port - a very recent variation, 1st released in 2008 by Poças & by Croft - technically a ruby port,
but fermented in a similar manner to a rose wine w/ limited exposure to the grape skins, thus creating
the rose color.  It has enjoyed little critical acclaim.
Colheitas is a Tawny Port from a single vintagev - instead of an indication of age - 10, 20.. - the actual
vintage year is mentioned.  However, they should not be confused w/ vintage port (see below): whereas
a vintage port will have been bottled about 18 months after being harvested & will continue to mature,
a Colheita may have spent 20 or more years in wooden barrels before being bottled & sold. A number
of white Colheitas have also been produced.
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Garrafeira Port is an unusual & rare intermediate vintage dated style of port made from the grapes of a
single harvest that combines the oxidative maturation of years in wood w/ further reductive maturation
in large glass demijohns.  It is required by the IVDP that wines spend some time in wood, usually
between 3 & 6 years, followed by at least a further 8 years in glass, before bottling - in practice the
times spent in glass are much longer.  The style is most closely associated w/ the company Niepoort,
although others do exist - their dark green demijohns, affectionately known as bon-bons, hold approx.
11 litres/2.9 US gal - each. Connoisseurs describe Garrafeira as having a slight taste of bacon, although
most people will neither notice nor understand such a description; the reason being that, during the
2nd phase of maturation, certain oils may precipitate, causing a film to form across the surface of the
glass that can be tasted by those who are accustomed to the difference between Garrafeira & other
forms of port.  Confusingly, the word Garrafeira may also be found on some very old tawny labels,
where the contents of the bottle are of exceptional age.
Crusted Port is usually a blend of port wine from several vintages, although single vintage crusted
ports have sometimes been made in the past. Unlike vintage port, which has to be sourced from grapes
from a single vintage, crusted port affords the port blender the opportunity to make best use of the
varying characteristics of different vintages.  Crusted port is bottled unfiltered, & sealed w/ a driven
cork.  Like vintage port it needs to be decanted before drinking.  Although crusted ports will improve
w/ age, the blender often seeks to make these wines approachable at a younger age than for vintage
ports.  The date on a crusted port bottle refers to the bottling date, not the year the grapes were grown.
While crusted port is required to be aged in bottle for at least 3 years before it is released to the market,
most producers keep the bottles for considerably longer, so they are ready to be drunk when sold, &
may be enjoyed by consumers who have no space to cellar bottles. This makes crusted port a popular &
affordable alternative to vintage port.
Vintage Port - made entirely from the grapes of a declared vintage year & accounts for about 2 % of
overall port production.  Not every year is declared a vintage - the decision on whether to declare a
vintage is made in the spring of the 2nd year following the harvest.  Decisions to declare a vintage are
made by each individual port house, often referred to as a "shipper" - in this industry, reputations are
hard won & easily lost, so the decision is never taken lightly.  During periods of recession & war,
potential "declarations" have sometimes been missed for economic reasons - in recent years, some
shippers have adopted the "chateau" principle for declarations, declaring all but the worst years.  More
conventional shippers will declare, on average, about 3 times a decade.  While the most renowned type
of port, from a volume & revenue standpoint, vintage port actually makes up only a small percentage
of the production of most shippers.  Vintage ports are aged in barrels for a maximum of 2 & 1/2 years
before bottling, & generally require another1 10-40 years of ageing in the bottle before reaching what is
considered a proper drinking age. Since they are aged in barrels for only a short time, they retain their
dark ruby colour & fresh fruit flavors.  Particularly fine vintage ports can continue to gain complexity &
drink wonderfully for many decades after they were bottled.   It is not uncommon for 19th century
bottles to still be in perfect condition for consumption.
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Single Quinta Vintage Ports are wines that originate from a single estate, unlike the standard bottlings
of the port wine houses which can be sourced from a number of quintas -  bottlings are used in 2
different ways by different producers - the large port wine houses have a single quinta bottlings which
are only produced in some years when the regular vintage port of the house is not declared.  In those
years, wine from their best quinta is still bottled under a vintage designation, rather than being used
for simpler port qualities - in a sense, this kind of single quinta is a “2nd wine” of the regular vintage
port & is typically sold slightly cheaper than the regular vintage Port. Graham's Quinta dos Malvedos
& Taylor's Quinta de Vargellas are examples of this kind of port.  Typically, this type of single quinta
bears the name of both a major port wine house & the name of a quinta.  In recent times, there has also
been an increase in the production and marketing of single quinta vintage port as high end wines.
Vintage port from small producers situated in the Douro valley are almost always single quinta wines
& labelled as such.  Some of the larger port wine houses also have introduced single quintas which are
run as separate estates, rather than as a source of wine for the house's main bottling.  Smyington
Family Estates’ Quinta do Vesuvio is an example of this. Typically, this type of single quinta only bears
the name of its quinta.  Much of the complex character of aged vintage port comes from the continued
slow decomposition of grape solids in each bottle.  However, these solids are undesirable when port is
consumed, & thus vintage port typically requires a period of settling before decanting & pouring. 
Vintage port should not be confused w/ "late bottled vintage".  The term vintage has a distinct meaning
in the context of vintage port.  While a vintage is simply the year in which a wine is made, most
producers of vintage port restrict their production of year-labeled bottlings to only the best years, a few
per decade.  If a port house decides that its wine is of quality sufficient for a vintage, samples are sent
to the IVDP for approval & the house declares the vintage. 

Approximately 3 oz in Sour Glass - Served Room Temperature
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! ! WHISKEY! &!WHISKY   NEAT   OR   RX
Whether it is whisky or whiskey has been the basis of many arguments over many years.  The Scots
spell it whisky & the Irish spell it whiskey, w/ an extra 'e'.  This difference in the spelling comes from
the translations of the word from the Scottish & Irish Gaelic forms.  Whiskey w/ the extra 'e' is also
used when referring to American whiskies.  This 'e' was taken to the United States by the Irish
immigrants in the 1700s & has been used ever since.  Scotland, Ireland & America all have a rich
heritage in the whisky industry.  So what are the differences between the whiskies from these three
nations ?  The distillation process - here one of the main differences occurs - generally, Scottish &
American whiskies are distilled twice & Irish whiskey is distilled three times (there are exceptions to
the rule, in all cases).  Distilling three times produces a lighter & smoother spirit.  The stills - size and
shape of the stills used in the distillation process are different. In Ireland & much of America, pot stills
are frequently used.  These are short, fat, large stills w/ a round base that produce softer & more
rounded spirits.  In Scotland, distilleries use a wide variety of shapes & size of still, which this gives
wider diversity of characters a& flavors.  The use of peat - in Scotland it is common to use peat to dry
the malted barley so that it is ready for milling & mashing. The type of peat used & the length of time
the barley is drying in the peat smoke will influence the flavor in the final spirit. This gives Scottish
whisky its fullness & traditional smokiness.  In Ireland & America, they use wood or other fuels in this
process & this makes the spirit less smoky & lighter.  Again, there are exceptions. For example, in
Ireland Connemara use peat & produce a very smoky range of whiskies.  The use of grains - the Scots
use malted barley in most whisky that is produced, however this is not the case in Ireland.  They also
use malted barley, but may mix other grains in with it.  Traditionally Ireland has had a poorer economy
than Scotland & barley is expensive to buy - therefore other grains were/are used to produce whiskey. 
This grain whiskey lends itself to blending & historically it has been used to make cheap blends.  In
America, the new settlers were forced to use different raw materials to produce
their whiskey due to the different climate & soil conditions - including mixing different grains
together during the mashing process depending on what was available.  Over time, these different
recipes of grain mixtures have evolved so that now, American whiskey bears very little similarity to
Scottish or Irish whiskies.  The distilleries - the oldest registered distillery in Ireland is Bushmills,
which has been in production since 1608.  In Scotland, the oldest one opened in 1772 (Littlemill, which
has now closed down).  Glenturret is the oldest current distillery in operation, opening in 1775.  In
Scotland there are currently over 80 distilleries in production but in Ireland there are only 3 ( more
coming ! ). These 3 are the result of smaller distilleries joining together.  The current distillers adhere to
the traditional recipes & techniques from each of the original distilleries.  This gives the resulting
whiskies their own individual characteristics. The 3 distilleries are Bushmills, Midleton (which
produce Jameson's, Powers, Paddy, Tullamore Dew & Midleton) & Cooley (Connemara, Kilbeggan,
Locke's & Tyrconnell).  The first large scale American distilleries were set up in the late 18th century in
Bourbon County, Kentucky.   Nowadays, only 7 of these are still in operation in Kentucky, none



actually in Bourbon County.  These 7 distilleries are Bernheim, Buffalo Trace, Four Roses, Jim Beam,
Maker's Mark, Wild Turkey & Woodford Reserve -  they produce many different whiskies using a
unique, traditional recipe for each.  The other major production area in America is in the neighboring
state of Tennessee, although only 2 distilleries remain in operation − George Dickel & Jack Daniels.
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! ! ! Bourbon   Kentucky unless other noted
Bourbon whiskey is a type of American Whiskey: a barrel-age distilled spirit; straight whiskey
distilled from a mash having 51% or more corn: originally the corn whiskey produced in Bourbon
County, Kentucky.  The name is derived from the French Bourbon Dynasty, although it is disputed
whether in Kentucky or Bourbon Street in New Orleans, inspired the whiskey's name.  Distilled since
the 18th century - use of the term "Bourbon" for the whiskey has been traced to the 1820s - the term
began to be used consistently in Kentucky in the 1870s.  While bourbon may be made anywhere in the
USA, it is strongly associated w/ the South, Kentucky in particular.  All barrels used for aging are new
white American Oak & used only once.  The Federal Standards of Identity for Distilled Spirits -
27C.F.R. 5  - state that bourbon made for U.S. consumption must be;  PRODUCED IN THE USAN &
Made from a grain mixture that is at least 51% corn
Aged in new, charred oak barrels
Distilled to no more than 160 (U.S.) proof - 80% ABV
Entered into the barrel for aging at no more than 125 proof  - 62.5% ABV
Bottled at 80 proof or more - 40% ABV
Bourbon has no minimum specified duration for its aging period.  Products aged for as little as 3
months are sold as bourbon.  The exception is straight bourbon, which has a minimum aging
requirement of 2 years. In addition, any bourbon aged less than 4 years must include an age statement
on its label.
Bourbon that meets the above requirements, has been aged for a minimum of 2 years, & does not have
added coloring, flavoring, or other spirits may - but is not required to - be called straight bourbon.
Bourbon that is labeled as straight that has been aged under 4 years must be labeled w/ the duration of
its aging.
Bourbon that has an age stated on its label must be labeled w/ the age of the youngest whiskey in the
bottle - not counting the age of any added neutral grain spirits in a bourbon that is labeled as blended,
neutral-grain spirits are not considered whiskey under the regulations & are not required to be aged.
Bourbon that is labeled blended - or as a blend - may contain added coloring, flavoring, & other spirits 
such as un-aged neutral grain spirits; but at least 51% of the product must be straight bourbon
Bottled in Bond - To be labeled as Bottled-in-Bond or Bonded, the liquor must be the product of one
distillation season - January to December - & one distiller at one distillery.  It must have been aged in a
federally bonded warehouse under U.S. government supervision for at least 4 years & bottled at 100
U.S. proof - 50% ABV.  The bottled product's label must identify the distillery where it was distilled &,
if different, where it was bottled.  Only spirits produced in the United States may be designated as
bonded.  Some consider the term as an endorsement of quality, but many producers consider it archaic
& do not use it.  Some products that could qualify for the designation are not labeled as such. 
However, since bottled-in-bond whiskey must be the product of one distillation season, one distillery
& one distiller - whereas ordinary straight whiskey may be a product of the mingling of straight
whiskeys - of the same grain type - w/ differing ages & producers within a single State - it may be



regarded as a better indication of the distiller's skill – making it similar in concept to a single malt
whisky, small batch whiskey, or single barrel whiskey.  Bonded whiskeys are also valued for their
higher-than-usual alcohol content - 100 proof rather than 80 proof - as this means that the product
contains a less diluted spirit w/ correspondingly more flavor - However, they are more expensive to
produce, since aged whisky is more expensive to produce than H2O, therefore a higher-proof whiskey
is more expensive to produce than a lower-proof whiskey.  Info Distilled from Wiki
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! ! ! Bourbon   Kentucky unless other noted

Angel’s Envy  86.6 Proof  Port Barrel Finished! 12

Bakers 7 Yr  107 Proof! 9
Basil Hayden’s 8 Yr! 9

Bib & Tucker Small Batch Bourbon  92 Proof  CA! 8
Blantons Single Barrel  93 Proof

Bookers 7 Yr  127 Proof! 10

Brenkenridge 2 yr  Colorado! 10
Buffalo Trace! 9

Bulleit! 8
Eagle Rare 10 Yr 90 Proof! 12

Elijah Craig Single Barrel 18 Yr! 12

Elmer T. Lee Single Barrel
Evan Williams Black Label 7 Yr! 8
Evan Williams Single Barrel! 10

Fighting Cock 6 Yr! 8
Four Roses Small Batch 90 Proof! 10

High West Whiskey Not Chill Filtered   Bottled by High West Distillery Utah
Campfire  92 Proof! 12

HillRock Estate Distillery  Solera Aged Bourbon   92.6 proof  Ancram NY! 15
Hudson Valley Baby 92 Proof! 14

Jim Beam! 8
Jim Beam Black 8 Yr! 9

James E Pepper “1776” 100 Proof! 8



Knob Creek 9 Yr 100 Proof! 8
Masterson’s 10 Year 90 Proof  California! 14

Makers Mark! 9
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! ! ! Bourbon
Michtners 10 Yr! 9
Michtners 25 Yr! 22

Nor’Easter Triple Eight Distillery Bourbon   Nantucket MA  88.8 Proof! 11

Old Fitzgerald 80 Proof! 8
Old Forester “Birthday Bourbon”  1990  93 Proof! 15
Old Grandad 86 Proof! 8
Old Grandad 114 Proof! 11

Parker’s Cognac Barrel Finished 100 Proof! 8
Pritchards Double Barrel 9 Yr 90 Proof! 14

Rebel Yell    Louisville! 8
Rock Hill Farms Single Barrel 100 Proof! 10

Rough Rider Double Casked Straight Bourbon Whisky! 9
Crafted & Bottled by Long Island Spirits Baiting Hollow NY

Rowan’s Creek 100 Proof! 9
Smooth Ambler “Old Scout” 10 yr West Virginia! 10

Town Branch Bourbon 80 Proof  Lexington Kentucky! 7.5
W.L. Weller Centennial 10 Yr 90 Proof! 9
W.L. Weller Centennial 19 Yr 90 Proof! 16

Wathen’s Single Barrel! 8

Waitsburg 94 Proof Oola Distillery Washington! 10

Widow Jane 8 yr Bourbon 91 proof  Red Hook Section Brooklyn! 10
Made w/ “Widow Jane Mine” Water in Rosendale
Wild Turkey 101 Proof! 7.5
Wild Turkey Rare Breed 108.4 Proof! 9



Willet’s Family Pot Still Reserve 94 Proof! 12
Woodford Reserve  Labrot & Graham! 8
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! ! ! AMERICAN STRAIGHT RYE
In the US, "rye whiskey" is, by law, made from a mash of at least 51 percent rye - other ingredients are
usually corn & malted barley - distilled to no more than 160 80 proof & aged in charred new oak
barrels, the whiskey must be put into such barrels at not more than 125 proof.  Rye whiskey that has
been so aged for at least 2 years may be further designated as “straight”, as in "straight rye whiskey". 
Rye whiskey was the prevalent whiskey of the n. eastern states, especially Pennsylvania & Maryland -
Pittsburgh was the center of Rye Whiskey production in the late 1700s - early 1800s.  Rye whiskey
largely disappeared after Prohibition.  A few brands, such as Old Overholt, survived, although by the
late '60s even old PA names such as Old Overholt were being distilled only in Kentucky.  Today, an
expanding number of brands are produced by  Wild Turkey, George Dickel, Bulleit, Rittenhouse, Jim
Beam, Sazarac, & various smaller companies. One notable producer is MGP of Indiana - a distiller for
many brands marketed by others, including some of the large companies previously listed.  Rye has
been currently undergoing a small but growing revival in the United States. Since the beginning of the
21st century, many more producers are experimenting w/ rye whiskey, & several now market aged rye
whiskey.  For example - A distillery at Mount Vernon -  homestead of George washington sells a rye
that is said to be like what Washington made.  Differences between rye & bourbon - Rye grain is
known for imparting what many call a spicy or fruity flavor to the whiskey.  Bourbon - distilled from at
least 51% corn, is noticeably sweeter, & tends to be fuller bodied than rye.  Due to its distinctive flavor,
American rye whiskey is sometimes referred to as America's equivalent of an Islay Whisky -  as
bourbon gained popularity beyond the southern United States, bartenders increasingly substituted it
for rye in cocktails like whiskey sours, manhattans, & old fashions which were originally made w/ rye. 
All other things being equal, the character of the cocktail will be drier w/ rye.

Catoctin Creek “Roundstone Rye”  100% Rye Single Barrel  119.6 Proof! 16
Loudoun County Virginia

Dad’s Hat Rye Whiskey  90 Proof! 9
Distilled & Bottled by Mountain Laurel Spirits at the Grundy Mill Distillery   Bristol PA

Gunpowder Rye Whiskey  New England Distilling  Portland Maine   87 Proof! 11
High West Whiskey Not Chill Filtered   Bottled by High West Distillery Utah
Rendezvous Rye  92 Proof! 11
HillRock Estate Distillery  Rock Double Cask Rye    90 proof! 15
Few Rye Whiskey   Illinois  93 Proof! 13
Jim Beam! 8



Knob Creek 9 Yr 100 Proof! 10
Masterson’s 10 YR 100% Straight Rye  CA! 14
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! ! ! AMERICAN STRAIGHT RYE

Michters 10 Yr 92.3 Proof! 9
Old Overholt 4 Yr! 8

Rittenhouse 100 Proof  Bottled in Bond! 8

R1  92 Proof! 8
Sazerac 18 Yr! 18

Town Branch  100 Proof  Rye Whiskey Lexington Kentucky! 12

Widow Jane Rye   91 proof   Red Hook Section Brooklyn - Made w/ “Widow Jane
Mine” Water in Rosendale! 9

Wild Turkey 81 Proof! 8
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! ! ! TENNESSEE
George Dickel No. 12! 8.5
George Dickel 10 Yr Barrel Reserve! 12
Jack Daniels! 7
Gentleman Jack! 8
Jack Daniels Single Barrel 1994! 8
Tennessee whiskey is an American whiskey that undergoes a filtering stage called the Lincoln County
Process, in which the whiskey is filtered through a thick layer of maple charcoal before it is put into
casks for aging. This step gives the whiskey a distinctive flavor. The process is named for Lincoln
County, Tennessee. There are only 2 brands of Tennessee whiskey on the market: Jack Daniel's &
George Dickel.

! ! ! CANADIAN / AMERICAN
Black Velvet    Canada! 7
Canadian Club    Canada! 7
Crown Royal     Canada! 9
Fireball Cinnamon! 7
a cinnamon-flavored whiskey-based liqueur produced by the Sazerac Company.  Its foundation is
Canadian whiskey &  the taste otherwise resembles the candy w/ a similar name, Ferrara Candy
Company’s “Atomic Fireball”

Seagrams 7    USA! 7
Seagrams V.O.    Canada! 7.5
Wiser’s Very Old 18 Yr! 12
Yukon Jack - Canadian Whiskey & Honey  100 Proof! 9

Grain whisky ordinarily refers to any whisky made, at least in part, from grains other than malted
barley, such as whisky made using maize / corn, wheat or rye. Grain whiskies may also contain some
malted barley (& are required to if produced in Scotland.  Whisky made from only malted barley (or
primarily from malted barley) is typically called malt whisky rather than grain whisky (although
barley is a grain).   Most American whiskeys, & Canadian whiskys are grain-based.

Canadian whisky regulations are generally more liberal, allowing the addition of flavoring agents as
well as caramel & not specifying the use of any particular type of grain when making malt whisky. 



There is no maximum limit on the alcohol level of the distillation or aging for Canadian whisky, so the
bulk of the distilled content (often more than 90 percent) may be neutral or near-neutral spirits rather
than "straight" whisky.  Similar to the regulations for the aging of Scotch, the aging requirement for
Canadian whisky is 3 years, & the use of new barrels is not required.
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! ! ! IRISH! IRISH SINGLE MALTS
Blackbush    County Antrim! 9
Bushmills    County Antrim! 9
Bushmills 16 Yr Single Malt! 20
Bushmills   Irish Honey Liqueur! 9
Celtic Crossing Liquor County Cavan! 8
Clontarf Reserve  Dublin! 9
Connemara Peated Single Malt Dundalk! 9
Spot! Single Pot Still Distilled! Cork
Green Spot! 12
Yellow Spot 12 Yr! 20

Jameson    Dublin! 8
Jameson 18 Yr! 30
Knappogue Castle !1993 / 1994! ! County Clare! 18
Kilbeggan! 8
Midleton Very Rare   County Cork! 30
Powers Gold Label   Dublin! 8
Redbreast Single Pot Still 12 Yr 80 Proof   Dublin! 14
Redbreast Single Pot Still 15 Yr 92 Proof! 22
Teelings Small Batch Rum Cask Finished Non Chill Filtered 92 Proof Dublin! 8
Tullamore Dew  Tullamore! 8
Tyrconnell Single Malt   Dundalk! 8
Irish whiskey - Fuisce or uisce beatha is made on the island of Ireland.  The word "whiskey" is an
Anglicisation of uisce beatha or uisge beatha, a phrase from the Goidelic branch of languages (Irish,
Scottish Gaelic & Manx) meaning "water of life".  Most Irish pot still whiskey is distilled thrice, while
most, but not all Scotch whisky is distilled twice.  Peat is rarely used in the malting process, so that
Irish whiskey has a smoother finish as opposed to the smoky, earthy overtones common to some
Scotches.  There are notable exceptions to these rules in both countries; example - Connemara peated
Irish malt (double distilled) whiskey from the Cooley Distilleryin Riverstown, Cooley, County Louth.
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! ! ! BLENDED SCOTCH! SCOTLAND
Chivas Regal 12 Yr! 9
Chivas Regal 25 Yr! 24
Cutty Sark! 8
Dewars White Label! 8
Famous Grouse! 8
Johnny Walker Red Label! 9
Johnny Walker Black 12 Yr! 10
Johnny Walker “Swing”! 15
Johnny Walker Gold 15 Yr! 18
Johnny Walker Blue! 30
Monkey Shoulder  Blend of Glenfiddich, Balvenie & Kininvie - Smooth, sweet & very easy to drink! 10
Pig’s Nose 5 yr! 10
Sheep Dip Pure Malt “the original Oldbury”! 11
Blended Scotch whisky constitutes about 90% of the whisky produced in Scotland & contains both
malt whisky & grain whisky.  Producers combine the various malts & grain whiskies to produce a
consistent brand style.  Notable blended Scotch whisky brands include all of the above.  Malt whisky
is whisky that is made from a fermented mash produced primarily from a malted grain.  Unless
indicated, it is generally assumed that the primary grain is barley, although whisky is also made using
malted rye or other grains.  A whisky made from malted rye is usually called a rye malt whisky instead
of just a malt whisky.  If the product is made exclusively from a single grain at a single distillery (along
w/ other restrictions), it is called a single malt whisky.  Although this ordinarily refers to whisky made
from malted barley, at least one brand of "single malt" whisky is made from rye.  Laws - the exact
definition of a "malt whisky" & a "single malt whisky" & the restrictions governing its production vary
according to the regulations governing the marketing of whisky in the local jurisdiction.  In the US
Code of Federal Regulations, the Standards of Identity for Distilled Spirits - define a "malt whisky" as
a whisky produced at an abv level not exceeding 80% from a fermented mash of not less than 51%
malted barley grain & stored for aging in charred new oak containers at less than 62.5% abv.  The
regulations also define a "rye malt whisky" in a corresponding manner using rye grain.  If such a
whisky has been aged for at least 2 years, contains no added coloring & flavoring, & has not been
blended w/ neutral spirits or other types of whisky, the additional adjective straight can be applied, as
in "straight malt whisky" & "straight rye malt whisky".  If the whisky is not totally straight but at least
51% of its content is "straight malt whisky", the word "malt" can still be used, but the product must be
described as a "blend", as in “blended malt whisky” " or "malt whiskey – a blend".  There are no aging
requirement for the parts of a blended whisky other than the part that is straight whiskey – e.g., the



product may contain neutral spirits that have not been aged & have been made from other types of
grain.  In scotch whisky regulations, malt whisky must be made using at least some barley & must be
aged for at least 3 years, use of new barrels is not required, the distillation & aging can use higher
levels of abv (which can result in a "lighter" but less flavorful whisky), & caramel coloring can be
added - but no other additives are allowed.
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! ! ! SINGLE MALT! SCOTLAND
Aberfeldy 15 Yr Adelphi Single Cask! 16
Aberlour 12 Yr Non Chill Filtered 96 Proof Speyside! 12
Aberlour Abunadah! 14
Ardbeg 10 Yr   S. Shore Islay! 8.5
Ardbeg “Uigeadail” 108.4 Proof  Non-Chill Filtered! 15
Ardbeg “Airigh Nam Beist “ 1990 Limited Release Non-Chill Filtered 92 Proof! 18
Ardbeg Provenance Distilled 1974! 90
Ardmore Non-Chill Filtered 92 Proof! 9
Arran Isle of Arran Cask Strength 106.4 Proof! 12
Arran Isle of Arran 14 Yr Non-Chill Filtered! 10
Auchentoshen Three Wood  Lowland! 11
Auchentoshen Sherry Matured Limited Edition 18 Yr! 20
Auchentoshen Limited Edition 17 Yr Bordeaux Wine Finish ! 26
Auchroisk 8 Yr  122.8 Proof Cadenhead Single Cask Speyside! 14
Benriach 13 Yr Adelphi Single Cask 121.8 Proof Highlands! 15
Bladnoch 1986 11 Yr Connoisseurs Choice Lowland! 9
Bowmore 12 Yr Loch Indaal Islay! 9
Bowmore 15 Yr Mariner! 10
Bowmore “Darkest”! 12
Bowmore “Dusk”! 14
Bowmore Bordeaux Wine Cask Finished 100 Proof! 16
Bowmore “Voyage” Port Cask Finished 112 Proof! 12
Bowmore 1990 Limited Edition 16 Yr! 17
Non Chill Filtered Cask Strength 107.6 Proof Sherry Matured
Bowmore 1989 Limited Edition 16 Yr ! 16
Non Chill Filtered Cask Strength 107.6 Proof!
Bowmore Old Malt! 18 Yr Single Cask Non Chill Filtered 100 Proof! 14
Bruichladdich 15 Yr Loch Indaal   Islay! 8
Bunnahabhain 12 Yr   North Shore   Islay! 8



Balvenie Doublewood 12 Yr   Speyside! 9
Balvenie Single Barrel 15 Yr! 9
Balvenie Caribbean Rum Cask 14 Yr! 12
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! ! ! SINGLE MALT
Caol Ila 12 Yr  Islay! 10
Caol Ila Scott’s Selection 1984 Cask Strength 109.4 Proof! 40
Caol Ila Distillers Edition 1996 Double Matured in Moscatel Casks! 15
Cragganmore 12 Yr Speyside! 8.5
Clynelish 10 Yr Adelphi Single Cask 16  123 Proof! 30
Clynelish 14 Yr   North Highlands! 12
Dalmore 12 Yr    North Highlands! 10
Dalwhinnie 15 Yr    Speyside! 10
Dalwhinnie Distilled 1990 Bottled 2005 Double Matured - Amoroso Wood! 14
Edradour 10 Yr Middle Highlands! 10
Glenfarclas 12 Yr    Speyside! 10
Glenfarclas 105 Cask Strength! 14
Glenfiddich 12 Yr Speyside! 10
Glenfiddich 15 Yr Solara Reserve! 10
Glenlivet 12 Yr Speyside! 9
Glenlivet 15 Yr French Oak Reserve! 11
Glenlivet Nàdurra 16 Yr Non-Chill Filtered Cask Strength 118.4 Proof ! 15
Glenlivet 18 Yr! 17
Glenmorangie 10 Yr North Highlands! 10
Quinta Ruban   10 years in American white oak, then finished in select ruby port pipes from Quintas
or wine estates of Portugal / Non chill-filtered
Lasanta
Nectar D’Or  barriques from Sauternes / Non chill-filtered

Glenmorangie 18 Yr! 18
Glenmorangie 12 Yr Burgundy/Madiera /Port & Sherry Barrel Finishes! _________
Glenrothes Vintage Cask #7 1998 Cask Strength! 25
Glen Scotia 17 Yr Campletown! 14
Highland Park 12 Yr Orkney Islands! 11
Highland Park 18 Yr! 18



Chill filtering prevents whisky from becoming hazy when in the bottle, served, chilled, or when water
or ice is added, as well as precluding sedimentation in the bottles.  Such clouding only happens at an
alcohol by volume of 46% or less, thus stronger bottled whisky is non-chill filtered or un-chill filtered. 
Chill filtering works by reducing the temperature sufficiently that some fatty acids, proteins & esters
(created during the distillation process) precipitate out so that they are caught on the filter.  Factors
affecting the chill filtering process include the temperature, number of filters used, & speed at which
the whiskey is passed through the filters. The slower the process & the more filters used, the more
impurities will be collected, but at increasing cost. Since this process is believed to sometimes affect
the taste of the whisky, for example by removing peat particles that contribute to the 'smokiness' of the
flavor, some distilleries pride themselves on not using this process.
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! ! ! SINGLE MALT
Inchmurrin 10 Yr Loch Lomond Distillery West Highlands! 10
Isle of Jura 16 Yr! 10
Isle of Jura 21 Yr! 19
Ledaig 15 Yr Isle of Mull! 10
Lagavulin 16 Yr South Shore Islay! 10
Laphroaig 15 Yr Islay! 11
Linkwood 15 Yr Speyside  Adelphi - Private Bottling! 15
Longrow 10 Yr Campletown! 18
Longmorn 16 Yr  Speyside 96 Proof! 19
The Macallan  Speyside
12 Yr! 10
18 Yr! 27
Cask Strength Sherry Non Chill Filtered! 14
Scott’s Selection 1989 Cask Strength 105.4 Proof! 42
Fine Oak 10 Yr! 10
Oban
14 Yr  West Highlands! 14
18 Yr Limited Edition! 28

Port Ellen  1980 Connoisseurs Choice 17 Yr 115 Proof  Islay Distillery is Closed! 26
Rosebank  Lowland  Cadenhead 1989 Distillery is Closed! 22
Scapa 12 Yr   Orkney Islands! 9
Springbank 10 Yr Campletown! 16
Springbank 15 Yr! 22



Springbank 18 Yr! 38
Strathisla 12 Yr Speyside! 10
Talisker 10 Yr  Isle of Skye! 10
Tobermory 10 Yr Isle of Mull! 10
Tomintoul 27 Yr Speyside! 18
Tomintoul 23 Yr Adelphi Single Cask 106.6 Proof! 24
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GLASS! TOTAL OZ CAPACITY! APPROX HOUSE OZ POUR
Wine Goblet! 12! 7

Pint! 16! 15.5
Panel! 12! 1.5-1.75 Alcohol / Mixer 5.25-5.5

Frosted! 10! 10
Martini! 7.25! 5.5

Flute! 6! 5.75

Rocks! 7.5! 3.75
Sour! 4.5! 3-4

Cordial! 1.25! 1.2
Irish Coffee! 8.5! 1.5 - 1.75

1/2 Carafe! 16.9! 16

Full Carafe!   33.8! 33
Pitcher! 60! 58

! Ounces are US standard! Approximately 1 Inch head on Draft Beers

Mixed drinks built in our Paneled 12 oz glass include approx 1.5 - 1.75 oz of alcohol, 
& are priced @ 1/2 of most listed prices plus  $ 3

For shots only - add $ 2

Drinks made w/ Ice are comprised of Glass filled w/ ice, which comprises 
approximately 1/2 of the glass & will melt into water the longer the drink sits.



Up / Martini drinks are built in a 16 oz pint glass, approx 3/4 filled,
 & are approx 1/4 water when served.

POURS ARE APPROXIMATE, DO NOT REPRESENT ALL BEVERAGES WE 
BUILD / SERVE (DRINKS CONTAINING MORE THAN 1 SPIRITS

PRODUCT, ETC. ), & MAY VARY ACCORDING TO;
CLASSIC OR HOUSE SERVICE STYLE, PROOF & GOOD SENSE.

BEVERAGES & DRINKS MAY BE PRODUCED & SERVED ACCORDING TO 
PERSONAL TASTE - ADDITIONAL CHARGES MAY APPLY.
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Whammy Bar IPA  6.5   West Coast malt profile / high alpha hops

Mixed drinks containing more than 1 Spirit product  ????



! ! SAKE   JAPAN     Served Cellar Temperature
Ichishima “Coy” Junmai-Shu! 500 ml! 40
Kinshiahi “Snow Shadow”  Junmai! 720 ml! 35
Obata “Nature Island” Dai-ginjo! 720 ml! 85

Sake - is a Japanese rice wine made by fermenting rice that has been polished to remove the bran -
unlike wine, in which alcohol is produced by fermenting sugar that is naturally present in grapes, sake
is produced by a brewing process more like that of beer, where the starch is converted into sugars,
before being converted to alcohol - the brewing process for sake differs from the process for beer in
that, for beer, the conversion from starch to sugar & from sugar to alcohol occurs in 2 discrete steps.
Like other rice wines, when sake is brewed, these conversions occur simultaneously.  Further, the
alcohol content differs between sake, wine, & beer.  Wine generally contains 9%–16% abv & most beer
contains 3%–9%, undiluted sake contains 18%–20%, often lowered to about 15% by diluting w/ water
before bottling.  The national beverage of Japan is served chilled, room temperature, or heated,
depending on preference, quality, & season.  Typically, hot sake is a winter drink, & high-grade sake is
not served hot, because the flavors & aromas will be lost.  Masking flavor is the reason that low-quality
& old sake is often served hot.  There are two basic types of sake:  Futsū-shu, ordinary sake & Tokutei
meishō-shu -special designation sake.  Futsū-shu is the equivalent of table wine & accounts for the
majority of sake produced.  Tokutei meishō-shu refers to premium sakes distinguished by the degree
to which the rice has been polished & the added percentage of brewer's alcohol or the absence of such
additives. 
There are 4 basic types of Special Designation Sake, or “Tokutei Meishoshu.” - each requires a
different brewing method - there are other special brewing techniques that are less common, but the 4
basic sake types are:
Junmai-shu (rice only; no adding of distilled alcohol)
Honjozo-shu (a tad of distilled alcohol is added)
Ginjo-shu (highly milled rice, with or without alcohol added)
Daiginjo-shu (even more highly milled rice, with/without added alcohol)



Served w/ Sour Glass(s)

Difference between a liquor & a liqueur
BREWERIES TO GET FOR “NEW STUFF” ?  OR TO ADD PERMANENTLY

Breckenridge Vanilla Porter

Surly - MORE
Pipeworks Citra

Foothills Brewing - Sexual Chocolate
Avery - ?

Alchemist - ?

Hill Farmstead Abner    Vermont
Westbrook Gose

Tröegs Brewing Company NUGGET NECTAR    PA
Urban Chestnut - RUSSIAN IMPERIAL BRAGGOT - KEG ONLY

Wicked Weed Serenity

New Holland Dragon’s Milk
NEW GLARUS

THRE FLOYDS
Tired hands Brewing

Pretty Things Beer & Ale

SURLY BREWING
TRILLIUM

BIG SKY BREWING
Stillwater Artisanal Beer

RIVER HORSE

CARTON  BREWING
ANCHORAGE BREWING

OZARK BEER CO



FOOLPROOF BREWING      RI
Proclamation Ale Company      RI

Bridge Brew Works    W. Virginia 

Maui Brewing CoCo nut Porter    Hawaii
Laughing Sun    N. Dakota

Cigar City Scotch Ale    Florida
Evil Twin    NY Other Half Brewing    NY 

Grimm Artisnal Ales    NY SingleCut Beersmiths NY

Southern Tier    NY Kelso    NY
Sixpoint    NY Barrier Brewing Co    NY

Middle Ages Brewing Co., Ltd. NY Third Rail Beer    NY
C.H. Evans Brewing Company NY Naked Dove Brewing Co    NY

LEAVE PAGES TO EXPLAIN STYLES AS ALREADY STARTED

Swartznog Liquor

Cloudberry Liquier

REMOVED
Vintage 21 Yr 94 Proof 94 Proof! 14
Hussongs Reposado

Brauerei Heller-Trum Rauchbier Weizen Original Smokebeer 5.20! 9
Unpastuerized Bamberg German 16.9 oz      Rauchbier is an old style German beer, its origins
go back to the 1500's & the town of Bamberg in the district of Franconia . It's typically of dark color &
has similarities of the Oktoberfestbier. Green malts are literally dried over an open fire of beech wood,
imparting a unique smokiness ("rauch" is German for smoke), the usage of which produces beers of an
acquired taste.  Imagine a smokiness so robust, so assertive, that it tastes of spiced, smoked meat.
http://www.beeradvocate.com/beer/style/7/

Monchshof Schwarzbier Black Beer Lager  4.90 Germany 16.9 oz! 7.5
AKA:  Scharzpils, Schwarzes Pils - Schwarzbier means "black beer" in German. It is medium-bodied,

http://www.beeradvocate.com/beer/profile/103/
http://www.beeradvocate.com/beer/profile/103/
http://www.beeradvocate.com/beer/profile/1619/
http://www.beeradvocate.com/beer/profile/1619/
http://www.beeradvocate.com/beer/style/7/
http://www.beeradvocate.com/beer/style/7/


malt-accented dark brew, very opaque & deep-sepia in color, w/ a chewy texture & a firm, creamy, long
lasting head. In spite of its dark color, it comes across as a soft & elegant brew that is rich, mild, &
surprisingly balanced. It never tastes harsh, toasty or acrid. The beer is often referred to as a
Schwarzpils, a "black Pils," but, unlike a blond Pils, which can be assertively bitter, the hop bitterness
in Schwarzbier is always gentle / subdued.


